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2 FOREWORDS
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be a revolutionary international radio telescope for
the 21st Century, designed to address fundamental unanswered questions about our Universe. It
will challenge scientists and engineers to create and develop technology performance beyond
that currently available, and be highly demanding of professional project practitioners charged
with managing the construction programmatic.
The total collecting area will be approximately one square kilometre giving 50 times the
sensitivity, and 10,000 times the survey speed, of the best current-day telescopes. With receptors
extending out to distances of 3,000 km from the central core of the telescope, the SKA project
stretches the limits and risk profiles of several leading edge technologies.
More than 70 institutes in 20 countries, together with industry partners, are participating in the
scientific and technical design of the SKA telescope which will be located in either Australia –
New Zealand or Southern Africa extending to the Indian Ocean Islands. The target construction
cost is €1,500 million, with preconstruction planned to commence following the host site
decision in 2012.
In 2008, PrepSKA, a 4 years lasting project funded by the EC within the 7th Program
Framework, started the development of the preparatory phase towards the construction of the
SKA, mainly focusing the activities of planning the legal, financing and procurement issues of
both pre-construction and construction phases. The PrepSKA/Work Package 5 (WP5) was then
charged with researching options of procurement models to adopt in the construction phase as
well an overall policy for industrial involvement.
SKA is a challenging project, in which scientific goals will be conditioned by the ability to
make the right choices in technologies, procurement strategies, team organisation and
management, fund raising and management. Moreover, determining the correct supply chain
models and market involvement strategies is the mandatory baseline for design of any
Procurement Model, yet only the final step of a complex overall Procurement Strategy.
In arriving at this WP5 final output, the authors undertook a serious and lengthy investigation of
high-technology procurement activities and literature sources (see references), with interim
reports. Additionally, many practical artefacts (e.g., sample contracts, templates, and project
reports) were examined and support the findings. Two main reports have been delivered,
“Guidelines for Procurement for WP2”, and “Towards a Procurement model for the SKA”, the
first one providing a deep analysis of the basic assumptions required to set up an acquisition
process in the framework of a large scale multinational project, the latter the interaction between
engineering and procurement and the different procurement models suitable to be used.
This document is one of the three documents making up the final report, that is an organic
review of all the findings described in the previous documents, completed with a risk analysis
for SKA procurement and guidelines for procurement in the Pre-construction phase. The three
documents are organised as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Del 5.3 Report on procurement models
Del 5.4 Draft options paper on procurement
Del 5.5 Inventory of national standpoints , policies and goals.

.
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Global projects are projects involving a large number of stakeholders, mainly different
countries, with large investments, unique in their scope. In this environment issues such as Value
for Money, Input vs. Outputs, Whole Life Approach, Ethical and Political Boundary Conditions,
IP management are of primary importance, together with the ability to drive design and market
capabilities. The usually long life of the projects, both in terms of development and
operations, cost estimation over the total life cycle for the project/product is required together
with the evaluation of general procurement risks and risk mitigation actions.
Acquisition general methods, policies, tools are covered, such as purchasing procedures,
contracts structures, and contract management processes.
In order to cope with the final SKA organisation, there may be external constraints as a
consequence of the type of legal entity of the contracting organisation. In order to have a view of
the different possibilities, the main legal environment have been investigated, from the WTO
Government Agreement of Procurement (GAP) as well as the rules for public procurement in
countries/regions that might be involved in the SKA procurement process.
This paper deals with the SKA project, and is focused on the main issues for its
Procurement model.
First of all, the main requirements have been pointed out, among them the relationships and
involvement of industry. In the area of limits and legal constraints, ethical and opportunity issues
have been examined in the context of international industrial partnership models, because the
European rules about the precompetitive procurement might have some impact on the
procurement model.
Partnership with industry represents a key success driver in the construction and operation of
large infrastructures. Terms to approach industry during the project phase mechanisms to govern
its involvement have been considered, with special emphasis on the role that the SMEs might
play in different phases of the project.
The pre-commercial procurement model defined in the EC could be considered in a large
scientific project as a framework for a transparent strategy of industrial early involvement.
The core of the section is the definition of suitable procurement models, which are practical
and maintain all the implications of the issues considered both in the first deliverable (the
Guidelines) and in the core work of the present one.
The model is sensitive to the different ways in which funding may be carried out, even
considering that, in the present economic condition, funding should be tied with very fast
economic returns for the funding entities. The funding schemas, and the corresponding
procurement models, have been identified as: Central Funding, Local Funding, In-Kind
Contribution, the latter two having ‘agreed-on’ deliverables.
A central funding system, able to guarantee the availability of a constant funding stream to a
central legal entity, would make possible the deployment of a Global (worldwide) Open
Tendering System, based on a unique central procurement office able to issue tenders according
to national or WTO-GAP guidelines. This assumes the legal entity will not be an international
organization settled by an international Treaty, since WTO is in fact not applicable to legal entity
with the status of an international organization.
If SKA political constraints allow the availability of funding streams on a regional scale,
(Local Funding), then a procurement system may apply where tenders are carried out on a
regional base to supply ‘agreed-on’ deliverables of the project. In that case the tendering process,
Draft Options Paper on Procurement
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restricted to bidders coming from the funding region/country, could be carried out either by the
central organisation, or by the local agency inside a contract with the central organisation.
The In-Kind Contribution model has been often adopted as a funding scheme of other science
projects. In which case, the participant institutions will normally contribute to the project by
providing turn-key sub-system. The procurement issues of an In Kind model are mainly focused
on the procedures to allocate the tasks (or Work Packages) and define protocols to assess and
accept the deliverables rather than on the contracted performance of the tender, that in this case
would be carried out by the supplying organisation. In all the three cases, the option of ‘juste
retour’ policy has been investigated.
The last point in the section is the procurement risk analysis specifically carried out for SKA,
taking into consideration its technical characteristics compared with similar structure systems
(e.g. the GSM communication networks).
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3

PROCUREMENT ISSUES IN GLOBAL PROJECTS
Global projects are projects that have a character of uniqueness due to economies of scale,
costs, technologies, so that there are high barriers to entry for new players. In a sense, they
constitute “natural monopolies” usually with a single deliverable for a number of stakeholders,
many countries involved, high level of economic investments, complex supply chains.
Examples of global projects and consequent natural monopolies are transmission networks
(water/gas pipelines, electricity and telephone lines), where it is unlikely that a potential
competitor would be willing to make the capital investment needed to even enter the
monopolist's market.
Scientific projects to build large research infrastructure, such as SKA, may be considered
Global projects, in the sense that they deliver a single highly complex infrastructure, require
huge investments, implying international cooperation, must be used/operated by large
communities of scientists, require hedge technologies and production capabilities.
From the technical point of view, Global projects require a strong management, in order to
coordinate many different organisations and complex supply chains, and maintain:
•
•
•

Strict observance and control of design and implementation management procedures;
Control over funding and spending management;
Control on supply chain definition, operation, deliveries.

From the procurement point of view, Global projects require:
•
•
•

Economy, efficiency and effectiveness, assuring the adequate Value for Money
targets;
Whole life approach, as usually the output must be in operation many years,
independently from technology evolution, market changes, requirements evolution;
Ethical and transparent approaches, to preserve the interests of all the stakeholders,
and to guarantee fairness to either shareholders or funding organisations, especially if
they are public international subjects.

The goal of this section is to analyse the procurement framework of large international
projects from a general point of view, taking into consideration:
•
•
•

General issues, suitable to influence procurement management and policies, with
special regard to the interaction between design and supply markets, considering the
marketing strategies to select suppliers;
A survey on procurement procedures and strategies used by different research
projects/organisations, and on different legal frameworks for public procurement in
countries participating or interested to the SKA project;
An analysis of procurement strategies and methods used in large industrial projects,
where it is possible to derive best practices and experience in setting up complex
procurement systems.
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4 Main Acquisition issues for large international projects
The word “acquisition” denotes the totality of:


setting the requirements for a new equipment, facility or service;



procuring that equipment, facility or service;



supporting it through-life – all the way through to its termination, disposal or
decommissioning.

The results of acquisition depend on the correct and smart balancing of requirements, market
capabilities, commercial processes, and impact in a major way on acquirer’s ability to meet its
goals, both technical and economical.
When requirements come from engineering, they tend to favour technical and performance
aspects, and often do not take into account elements affecting total life cycle operations and
costs. Very often, a common approach is to give specifications requiring process or product
customisation which is both costly and difficult to maintain over the project life cycle, and which
could be avoided with a sound knowledge of supply markets.
Acquisition must be conducted in such a way to deliver projects which meet the time, cost
and performance targets set when the decision to proceed with the project was made. Its
principles must include:
 A decision whether to acquire against ‘output-based specifications’ (OBS), or the
more traditional ‘build to print’ (BTP) approach, or a combination of both;
 A whole-life approach to achieving value for money, rather than considering only
initial purchase costs;
 A clear understanding of the roles of internal and external “customer” and “supplier”
organisations, and supply chains;
 Application of modern best practice from the public and private sectors.
An effective acquisition process must also be smart, in the sense that it must have specific
objectives, have performance requirements itself, set achievable targets, apply acceptable risk,
and deliver results that meet the project timelines. Moreover, the process needs the right balance
between effectiveness, time and whole-of-life costs, whilst cutting the time for key technologies
to be introduced into the front-line.
Of course, requirements may change during the course of a major project, owing to
technological developments or as a result of lessons learned from recent experience. The risks
associated with such changes can be reduced through Incremental Acquisition. This Smart
Acquisition principle aims to develop systems which can be upgraded in a planned way, bringing
an initial baseline capability into service early and then progressively incorporating evolving
technology as it becomes available.
Three other important guiding principles characterise Smart Acquisition. The first is that there
should be substantial investment in defining needs during the early stages of a project, the aim
being to reduce as far as possible elements of risk before performance, cost and time parameters
are set. Second is a greater willingness to identify, evaluate and implement effective trade-offs
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between system performance, costs and time. And thirdly, effort should be made to identify
opportunities for ‘commercial-off-the-shelf’ (COTS) solutions wherever possible.
Central to Smart Acquisition are Integrated Project Teams (IPT), each formed to design,
acquire and support a particular capability. Each IPT comprises personnel drawn from key
specialist areas, including requirement definition, technical, financial, quality assurance,
contracts and logistics experts.

4.1 General issues relevant to Acquisition
Multinational projects, especially research projects, bring together a number of countries and
institutions to reach a common objective. The advantage of gathering effort from many sources
is not only to collect the required economic resources, but also to put together intellectual and
technical resources from public and private sources for strategic benefit.
This implies that every participating organisation/country must be an active part of the project
according to its capability, and to give an effective contribution to the common effort. For this
reason the acquisition process must be carried out according to clear and widely accepted
principles, defined in order to guarantee the success of the enterprise and satisfaction to the
parties. It is necessary to define a set of agreed general criteria to avoid a situation where
particular organisations or countries may act in such a way either to gain undue advantage over
other participants or to reduce the effectiveness of the overall acquisition actions.

4.1.1 Value for money
An effective acquisition process offers assurance to the acquiring organisation that it will
meet its goals. The simplistic ‘lowest price’ criterion is unable to grant neither the lowest total
cost of ownership (costs over the whole life cycle) nor project life performance. The decision
criteria must consider project quality and performance, in relation with other requirements
including economic value, reliability, supportability, purchase risk, and price. These criteria
combine to offer best ‘Value-for-Money’ acquisition.
Value for Money is the term used to assess whether or not an organisation has obtained the
maximum benefit from the goods and services it acquires and/or provides, within the resources
available to it. It not only measures the cost of goods and services, but also takes account of the
mix of quality, cost, resource use, fitness for purpose, timeliness and convenience to judge
whether or not, when taken together, they constitute good value. Achieving Value for Money
may be described in terms of the 'three Es' , i.e.
•
•
•

economy,
efficiency and
effectiveness

The best value-for-money option entails balancing what is being offered against the price
being asked. In many cases, better value for money can be achieved by paying more to get a
more suitable product or service, or achieving earlier or more reliable delivery.
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More, generally, there are a number of factors that determine whether a proposal provides
value-for-money, including:


the capability of the supplier to deliver to the agreed terms, where possible assessed on
the basis of past contractual performance;



the extent to which the product on offer meets or exceeds the specifications sought;



the flexibility to adapt to possible change over the lifecycle of the product or service,
including the extent to which it can be evolved to meet future capability needs;



financial considerations including all relevant direct and indirect benefits and costs
and risks over the whole procurement cycle;



evaluation of the risks associated with the alternative choices;



the cost-benefits of an accelerated delivery schedule;



An avoidance of a ‘faster-better-cheaper’ mindset by procurement agencies or
suppliers.

All of these factors are relevant to determining the source that is best placed to meet the
acquiring organisation’s needs, within budget, and at an acceptable level of risk. In practice,
there is more to securing ‘value-for-money’ than simply comparing the options. Equally
important is choosing the right method to engage early with potential suppliers to ensure an
effective environment that leads to successful and mutually advantageous procurement.

4.1.2 Specifying requirements – inputs VS outputs
Traditionally, contracting organisations tend to write into specifications a large number of
detailed facts about the nature of the product they wish to acquire, e.g. material, circuit designs,
assembly methods, etc. This represents a concentration on stipulating how suppliers should go
about providing what was physically required, rather than what it should do.
This approach (build-to-print), while having its place in acquisitions where various suppliers
must each deliver numbers of identical product, often disregards contributions or innovation that
can come from the market, and can require changes in suppliers’ processes, with added costs.
A most effective way to involve the market in effective acquisition is to specify the required
performance or outputs, leaving the supplier greater freedom to determine how best to deliver the
desired outcome. This alternative approach concentrates on what is required in terms of the final
capability or performance, and is largely unconcerned with the detail of the product or service
beyond obvious limits of physical size or power draw, etc..
Whenever there are many suppliers involved, it is mandatory to specify the interfaces among
the different parts to be assembled, and interoperability requirements (the classical configuration
requirements, “Form, Fit, Function”).

4.1.3 Whole-Life Approach
It is very common the case that the initial purchase cost of an acquisition is only a fraction of
the total cost of operation and maintenance throughout its life. The figures can be particularly
startling for complex equipment with a long service life, such as infrastructures, ships,
aeroplanes (50 years).
Draft Options Paper on Procurement
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The whole-life approach is a key principle of an effective acquisition process. Project
procurement teams need to establish the Whole-Life Costs (WLC) and annual Cost Of Ownership
(COO) of the solutions under consideration for meeting a capability requirement, so that
investment decisions are not based or decided on just initial purchase cost.
Where the supplier is responsible for making the initial capital investment and then operating
and maintaining the equipment or facility for several years, WLC considerations are an essential
part of the bidding and subsequent contract negotiation processes.

4.1.4 Transparency and fair competition
Experience shows that, where feasible, competition between potential suppliers is the best
way to achieve cost-effective delivery of goods and services. Competition provides suppliers
with strong incentives to innovate and improve their performance. Moreover, competition can
offer a benchmark for supplier performance, giving it the basis to reduce costs, improve the
overall package offer and quality across the industry as a whole, and demonstrate value-formoney.
In order to be effective, the competitive environment needs to be fair, in the sense that all
suppliers are able to compete effectively, are given the same opportunities, with equal
information, knowledge and support. Moreover, every competing company must understand that
competition will be exclusively on the base of ‘value for money’. In other words, fairness of the
acquisition process must always be granted.
This means that acquisition procedures must be transparent, in terms of information,
timeliness, criteria and judgement, and competitors may be allowed to access all relevant
information, in order to avoid unfair advantage to one or more bidders.
Accountability and transparency involves taking steps to support appropriate scrutiny of the
procurement activity. This provides assurance that procurement processes undertaken by
agencies are appropriate and that policies and legislative obligations are being met.
Officials undertaking procurement are accountable for complying with relevant policies and
legislative requirements. They should ensure that they are aware of all relevant policies,
legislation and agency-specific requirements that affect a procurement activity before
commencing a procurement exercise.
Documentation is critical to accountability and transparency. It provides a record of
procurement activities and how they have been conducted, and facilitates their scrutiny.
Procurement officers should maintain sufficient and appropriate documentation for each
transaction to fully support the reasons for the procurement, the process that has been followed
and all relevant decisions, including authorisations and the basis of those decisions. By way of
example, a process satisfying the requirements of ISO 9001:2000 would be encouraged.
Short-listed competitors must be offered feedback from their offers, with the aim of providing
confidence in the process that has been undertaken, and reassurance that the purchasing agency
is promoting efficient, effective, ethical and transparent procurement procedures.
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4.1.5 Ethical issues
Ethics are the moral boundaries or values within which officials work. Employees must act
ethically at all times. Ethics in procurement impacts on relations with suppliers, internal clients,
stakeholders.
To enable buyers and suppliers to deal with each other on a basis of mutual trust and respect
and conduct business fairly, reasonably and with integrity, procurement must be conducted in an
ethical manner.
Officials involved in procurement, particularly those dealing directly with suppliers, should
ensure that they:
 recognise and deal with conflicts of interest;
 deal with suppliers even-handedly;
 consider seeking appropriate probity advice;
 do not compromise the standing by accepting gifts or hospitality;
 are scrupulous in their use of public property; and
 comply with the duties and obligations related to privacy, intellectual property and
legislative regulations.
Procurement of goods and services should be conducted in a way that imposes the same level
of accountability and responsibility on a service provider as would exist if the acquiring agency
carried out the service itself.

4.1.6 Intellectual Property - General
Generally speaking, intellectual property law aims at safeguarding inventors and other
producers of intellectual output (e.g. designs, ideas, art) by granting them certain time-limited
rights to control the use made of their productions. Those rights do not apply to the physical
object in which the creation may be embodied but instead to the intellectual creation.
Intellectual property (IP) is traditionally divided into two branches, “industrial property” and
“copyright.” The expression “industrial property” covers inventions and industrial designs.
Simply stated, inventions are new solutions to technical problems and industrial designs are
aesthetic creations determining the appearance of industrial products.
Like any other type of property, intellectual property can be owned, bought, sold or licensed.
The existence of intellectual property that is not owned by the acquirer may prevent the acquirer
from undertaking certain activities or using the IP in certain applications, unless permission is
obtained from the owner of the intellectual property.
Intellectual property may be embodied in, or surround, technical data, an invention or other
supplies. For example, intellectual property may be embodied in reports and notes, computer
software, data, specifications, designs, drawings, models, photographs or other images. It is
necessary to ensure that the acquirer not only obtains the rights to have the IP in question (e.g.
hold, use, build, package, etc), but also to undertake certain activities or use in defined
applications (e.g. availability to sub-manufacturers, defined markets, bundled product, agreed
branding, etc).
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In the context of procurement, intellectual property is often categorised as being: Background,
Foreground or Third Party.


Background Intellectual Property is embodied in or relates to IP that exist prior to
the commencement of the contract or is brought into existence other than in
performance of the contract;



Foreground Intellectual Property is created under or otherwise in connection with
the contract. It may be co-owned by the collaborators if applicable;



Third Party Intellectual Property is embedded in or is necessary to the supplies, but
which is owned by a party other than the acquirer, the supplier or one of the
supplier’s major subcontractors.

Intellectual property may be necessary in order to support (use, maintain, modify, develop,
manufacture) capability. Procurement officers should determine the ownership of Foreground
Intellectual Property on a case by case basis in acquisition and support contracts. In most
instances, acquirer will not require ownership of Background intellectual property and Third
Party intellectual property but will instead seek appropriate licensing rights.
Factors that should be considered when determining who is best placed to own Foreground
Intellectual Property include:
 identification of the party in the best position to exploit the Foreground Intellectual
Property;


estimation of the technological maturity of the supplies;



analysis of future applications for the supplies;



recognition of existing legal obligations; and



assessment of value for money.

Circumstances in which it may be appropriate for the acquirer to own Foreground Intellectual
Property include where:
 The technology is immature. The acquirer may need to retain ownership to keep its
options open for the future development and application of the technology;
 The intellectual property has multiple applications. The acquirer may wish to retain
ownership of the intellectual property to ensure exploitation of a range of possible, or
desirable applications of the technology. In this case, acquirer might license suitable
suppliers to commercialise particular applications of the technology.
Where the acquirer does not retain ownership of Foreground Intellectual Property, appropriate
licensing rights, including the right to sub-license Foreground Intellectual Property should be
secured to ensure that the capability can be developed and sustained. Ideally, a broad licence
should also be sought, including the right to sublicense for Background intellectual property. The
scope of the licence for both Foreground Intellectual Property and Background intellectual
property will vary based upon the complexity and risk level of the procurement, with more
extensive rights being required as the complexity and risk levels increase.
For Third Party intellectual property, a licence on the best available commercial terms should
be obtained.
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Procurement officers must ensure that contracts permit access to all technical data that is
necessary to enable it to exercise the intellectual property ownership and licensing rights under
the contract. Contracts should nominate the delivery requirements for technical data including
the form in which the data should be provided.

4.1.7 Policy issues
Procurement policies deal with the standards of behaviour in relation to external
organisations, clients, suppliers, and other stakeholders, concerning market selection, supplier
selection rules and methods, types of supplier relationships and methods of industry engagement.
Procurement policies are tightly linked to ethical policies adopted by the organisation, and both
should be made public and monitored over the time. The main issues in procurement policies are
related to:


If, when and how to involve suppliers;



How to enforce healthy competition among suppliers;



Acquisition methods and procedures, in relation to needs and markets;



Relationship management and fair ‘value for money’.

Depending on the type of legal entity and composition of the acquiring organisation
(company, international consortium etc.), it will be necessary to define the acquisition policies
issues suitable to cope with regulations and specific interests of the stakeholders, such as:


Firm but flexible procurement procedures, according with the legal entity that will
carry out the project;



Financial issues, such as payment terms and conditions;



Legal frameworks for contracts and contract management;



Ethical standards for procurement;



Dealing with questions of ‘juste-retour’ whenever applicable;



Globalisation of industry;



Trading currency and foreign exchange;



Approved supplier lists;



Supplier evaluation (and need for due diligence in reference checking).
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4.2 Market capabilities evaluation
Large projects, especially if carried out by multinational or collaborating organisations,
require a sound knowledge of markets to select the right suppliers for the various phases. A lack
of that knowledge may turn a positive engineering outcome into a waste of money and effort.
For this reason, it is a priority to acquire experience in investigating and assessing current
global capabilities and future technology trends in the market covering the span of the project
both in relation to stakeholders and to countries and regions with identified supply capability and
ability to be part of supply chains.

4.2.1 Searching for sourcing opportunities
Knowledge of markets is acquired by means of procurement marketing (market analyses) and
strategic sourcing activities, intended to:
“satisfy an organisation’s needs from markets via the proactive and planned analysis of supply
markets and the selection of suppliers, with the objective of delivering solutions to meet predetermined and agreed organisational needs”. (from: The Chartered Institute of Purchasing & Supply)
Specific issues to be defined are those related to the project industrial targets and how the
market should be chosen to meet such targets. Those issues must be matched against the actual
legal and economic market frameworks (i.e. countries), and the constraints to which the project
is subject (e.g. juste return to funding institutions/countries).
On the basis of project/consortium policies and technical and operational needs, it is
necessary to analyse and evaluate markets’ capabilities to supply products, services and
technologies. This implies the consideration of different aspects of the different markets, both
technical (availability of the sought industrial structure and its dimension) and non-technical,
such as the political climate (e.g. policies for trade in technologies), economics, security and
safety, laws and regulatory matters, logistics, geographical constraints, etc.
The search for sourcing opportunities goes through three logically coordinated activities,
•
•

Procurement planning, usually managed by means of the Procurement plan, that
defines needs and requirement of external resources since the feasibility phase through
the project life cycle;
Procurement marketing, the activity of market analysis, opportunities and constraint
evaluation, capabilities verification;
• Sourcing, the activity that, from the outcomes of Procurement marketing,
verifies specific opportunities in the markets suitable to satisfy project needs, and
identifies actual potential products and suppliers.

4.2.1.1 The procurement plan
“The purpose of the Procurement Plan is to identify the context of the programme and to define
the processes and procedures to be used to control the procurement of all subcontracted
equipment and services. These processes and procedures are designed to ensure the placement
of subcontracts on the most favourable terms, consistent with the needs of the project, ensuring
that the level of commercial risk is kept to a minimum, with appropriately long term supply of
conforming equipment secured for the duration of the Contract”. (from BAE)
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The Procurement Plan sets acquisition strategy and helps guide program execution across the
entire project life-cycle, from the design through delivery, operations, maintenance, upgrading,
up to decommissioning. The strategy evolves over time and should continuously reflect the
current status and desired end point of the program. The strategy must be flexible enough to
accommodate acquisition oversight decisions both on this program and on other projects that
may affect this program. It should address the availability of required capabilities to be provided
by other projects.
The acquisition strategy establishes the milestone decision points and acquisition phases
planned for the program. The strategy should cover development, testing, production, and lifecycle support. It should prescribe the accomplishments for each phase, and identify the critical
events affecting program management.
If the program manager decides to incorporate concurrency in the program, the acquisition
strategy should discuss the benefits and risks of the concurrency and address the resultant risk
mitigation and testing impacts.
The Procurement Plan starts in the first stages of a project and follows its entire evolution,
describing (or even translating) the WBS/PBS (Work Breakdown Structure)/(Product
Breakdown Structure) in procurement specifications consistent with markets, suppliers, project
organisation policies.
Technical and operational requirements must be used to define supplies, their characteristics,
scheduling of deliveries, logistics, legal items, etc.
Depending on the structure of markets and supplies, different procurement strategies could be
defined and implemented. Developed in coherence with procurement marketing, strategies must
be consistent with engineering and operations needs, and must give economic and technical
advantages to the program.
The general Procurement Plan takes into account the relevant supplies required to carry out
the assignments. For each main supply, the plan should consider:
 Requirements – definition of the supply in terms of technical requirements, logistics,
quality, delivery times, services, implications deriving from total life cycle
considerations;
 Market – characteristics of the suitable suppliers, number, locations, regional
limitations or advantages, quality management, discussion of post-contract support
services, obsolescence, etc.;
 Risks – critical factors likely to impact on the overall delivery, and the suitable
mitigation strategies;
 Organisation – roles and task assignments to carry out the procurement processes
(including due diligence of suppliers) up to the fulfilment of requirements;
 Product Breakdown – analysis of the components required to produce the supplies at
the best cost/performance ratio, giving the check list of components and a cost model
for supplies;
 Contract Awarding Processes – depending on the type and characteristics of the
supply, adequate procurement processes (in terms of efficiency, efficacy and
compliance to laws and regulations) must be devised and promulgated;
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Contract Administration and Closeout – methods, procedures, responsibilities to carry
out the delivery in compliance with contractual terms and goals of the project.

4.2.1.2 Procurement Marketing
Procurement Marketing is the process devoted to develop a systematic knowledge of markets
and market opportunities. It allows the understanding of how markets work and do business, how
strategies are devised to select suppliers and acquire products, suggests suitable relationship
models with suppliers, and risks mitigation strategies.
Procurement marketing supplies business intelligence to procurement managers to optimise
the acquisition results. It is informed by the definition of the procurement mix, i.e. what is
required and when, technical and economical requirements, etc. The task is incremental,
following market requirements while WBS/PBS is developed. Typical issues include:
Market survey: evaluation of needs mainly at the systems level (what and how much) and
requirements (characteristics, performance, target costs, etc.) and the selection of suitable
markets able in principle to satisfy those needs. It studies geographical markets searching
for products and suppliers, pointing out market structure, business characteristics, and
risks. Its output is knowledge, and the main tasks are:


Collecting and analysing project needs per industrial segments;

 Selecting accessible markets where there are major opportunities to satisfy
needs;
 Analyses of the industrial systems in the selected markets, their capabilities,
performances, development, etc.;
 Evaluation of the dimension and characteristics of the affordable offer from the
selected markets;


Evaluation of markets and country stability (political, economical, social, etc);

 Analysis of the logistics (structures, costs) required and available to deliver
products;
 Evaluate the regulatory and fiscal environment derived from commercial
relationships in the markets.
Business intelligence/industry engagement strategies: evaluation of the supply market in
terms of business strategies and critical factors able to influence business relationships. In
order to optimise results of acquisition strategies, it is necessary to know how players in
the market do their own business, and how those strategies depend on specific cultural,
political, economic factors:
 Evaluate the economic dimension and the degree of development (both
technical and organisational) of suppliers in the market;
 Select the major players in the market, and analyse their model of business.
Research attitudes and approach to pre-tender strategic engagement through
R&D collaborations, project reviews, embedded personnel, specialist training
etc.;
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Find out strategies necessary to involve regional industry parties, policy
makers, decision makers, in business relationships.

Products/Suppliers selection: selection of the most suitable suppliers in relation to needs
and strategic acquisition. The market capability depends on its ability to offer an
adequate number of suitable suppliers. Procurement marketing selects markets and the
relevant business opportunities that are worth to be considered and evaluated in a later
stage of sourcing.


Evaluate suitability and accessibility of products and suppliers on the market;



Analyse the products/suppliers to find out potential sourcing opportunities.

Risk analysis: detection of market risks potentially able to endanger business goals and
supplier performance. Risks occur in the actual acquisition of products. In the
procurement marketing phase, mainly at scouting level, it is necessary to specifically
investigate elements of weakness in the target industrial or national systems:


Evaluate risk factors of the investigated market, in relation with their potential
use;



Evaluate effects of potential risk factors on the goals of the acquiring
organisation;



Define and evaluate cost/results of possible mitigation strategies and actions.

4.2.1.3

Sourcing

Procurement marketing gathers information and knowledge about markets and gives an
evaluation of their potentiality in relation with internal demand. Sourcing takes this information
and goes deeper into evaluating market opportunities to be transformed in actual acquisition
opportunities.
Strategic sourcing is the process of identifying, evaluating the optimal mix of goods, services
and suppliers that best support the objectives of the enterprise. In order to optimise acquisitions,
in terms of cost/performance ratio, it is necessary to understand needs, know markets and
determine the right trade off.
Sourcing sets direct relationships between the acquiring organisation and markets. This
implies that it must be carried out strictly under the framework of procurement ethics and
policies (see above) defined by the organisation.
The focus is the evaluation of suppliers and suppliers’ capabilities against internal demand,
both quality and quantity, and a sound risk analysis to be carried out in accordance with the life
cycle requirements. Sourcing may be a recursive process, as at its end may be that the prospect
number of suppliers could be unable to fill the global needs of the organisation over the planning
span of time. The main issues are:
Search of potential suppliers: on the basis of the needs evaluated in the procurement
plan, the supply opportunities find out by the procurement marketing are evaluated
against internal requirements.


Evaluate market opportunities against cost/performance requirements;



Evaluate supply volumes against market and suppliers capabilities;
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Select a list of suitable suppliers.

Segmentation of the market opportunities: classification of suitable suppliers on the
basis of their ability to meet procurement requirements (e.g. geographical requirements,
product and volumes, technology, type of supply, etc):


Segment the needs in coherent sets of possible supplies;



Verify how it is possible to set up supply chains and how to optimise them
according to markets and suppliers.

Evaluation of suppliers’ suitability: selected suppliers are scrutinised to investigate the
main characteristics of their organisation/offer in order to determine what and how much
they can by employed:


Evaluate suppliers’ dimension and capabilities;



Determine suppliers’ ability to support the acquiring organisation over the
defined time horizon;



Verify the ability to support evolution needs of the organisation.

Capabilities evaluation: in order to optimise acquisitions, it is necessary to understand
the core competences of suppliers, and measure, in some way, their ability to meet
requirements in terms of quantity, quality, cost and performance – value-for-money:


Determine core business and business dimension of the selected suppliers;



Evaluate the production structure, skills, tools,
management, customer base, financial capacity, etc;



Measure suppliers’ characteristics against needs and requirements;



Evaluate the ability of selected suppliers to satisfy needs (dimension of
accessible output against dimension of needs).

equipment,

quality

4.2.2 Risk analysis and management issues
Risk is a part of the environment within which organisations operate, and proper risk
management is an important element in achieving successful outcomes. Effective risk
management is integral to efficiency and effectiveness of project management, enabling
organisations to proactively identify, evaluate and manage risks, opportunities and issues arising
out of procurement related activities. Risk management involves the systematic identification,
analysis and treatment, and, where appropriate, acceptance of risks.
Risk is defined as the chance of an unplanned event occurring with an impact upon the
achievement of objectives, and is measured in terms of the probability of the occurrence of the
event and its consequences. Risks impact on:
•
•
•

Performances,
Schedule,
Costs.

In acquisition management, failure in adequately identifying risks and developing adequate
strategies to either avoid or mitigate their consequences may result in:
 the selection of a supplier not capable of delivering the required outcome;
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contract cost overrun;



delays in the delivery schedule leading to an overall time overrun on contract
completion;



failure to meet the desired quality of contract deliverable;



need for the acquiring organisation to step-in at increased project costs;



non-achievement of identified requirement; and/or



not meeting the sponsor/client's expectations.

In large projects, some of the factors that may increase procurement risk exposure include:


the maturity and complexity of the technology;



heavy dependency on Information Technology (IT);



the extent of integration with other systems or services;



the level of requirement being met by Commercial of the Shelf (COTS) or custom
products;



inadequate or poorly written specifications and/or selection/evaluation criteria;



inadequate, or still developing, staff skills; or a dependence on a small number of key
personnel;



potential for breach of ethics and probity in the tender evaluation process;



environmental (institutional, geo-political) issues surrounding the project;



the timeframe identified for development/delivery (the longer the timeframe, the
greater the risk);



inadequate acceptance criteria; and



in-service support requirements/costs;

Using a formal risk management process will assist in the identification of the risks likely to
be encountered and will document the appropriate strategies to manage those risks. This
information is normally incorporated into a Risk Management Plan which is a dynamic
document requiring regular review and updates.

4.3 Design for sourcing: integrating procurement into design phases
Research from DARPA (US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) shows that most
product costs are locked in early in the design process. However, design engineers can often
make design decisions without having visibility into adequate sourcing information. As a result,
they frequently do not have a thorough understanding of total product cost, that is, a view of
product cost that goes beyond direct material cost, incorporating production tooling, logistics,
tariffs, cost of quality, available supplier capacity, lead times, and other profitability drivers. Nor
do they routinely have visibility into the complexity of supply risk, vendor performance, forward
costing, and related supply issues. Failure to apply procurement considerations when engineering
changes are made often compounds these problems.
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Alternatively, involving procurement expertise earlier reduces the number of iterations
required by engineers, regulatory compliance, and sourcing functions and, thus, results in faster
product procurement, lower development cost, and, ultimately project success.
The view of realistic product cost implications does not need to be so murky for engineers –
and companies can take steps to achieve total cost management early in product design. The key
is to enable ‘Design for Sourcing’ as a concept, the integration of procurement information and
workflow processes into design. Research shows that best-in-class companies are incorporating
sourcing decisions earlier in the product lifecycle and getting impressive benefits including
reduced product cost, faster time to market, faster time to volume, improved quality, resulting in
increased revenues.
In addition to helping to lower product cost, incorporating sourcing decisions earlier in the
product lifecycle benefits product quality and time to market. Too frequently the final designs
are delayed by protracted refinements, with accompanying sourcing realities forcing late
tradeoffs in product designs. These tradeoffs can result in added costs, product delays, or reduced
product revenue resulting from decreased product functionality. In short, sourcing decisions can
impact revenue as well as cost, driving profitability from both sides of the profitability equation.
Fig 1. Impact of design change over time

The goal is to make design and engineering decisions with full visibility into sourcing
information in the early part of the design process. The key to driving engineers to expand their
design decisions to include procurement considerations is an actionable strategy. This may
involve changing organizational structures and business processes. Relevant actions include
educating engineers on the impact of their decisions on cost, addressing sourcing decisions early
in new product development and including them in engineering change processes, aligning and
integrating design and procurement resources, processes, and supporting software (including
providing visibility into total cost implications at the time of design), and making product cost a
core product requirement – to name a few.
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Achieving design for sourcing – and its benefits – relies on organizational synergy and
process changes. Engineers will not naturally adopt an expanded approach that includes
procurement considerations in design without an actionable strategy. To help instil the discipline
and provide the required information, this strategy benefits from automating workflow processes
that can provide engineers with ready access to robust cost data, supplied at the right time.
In addition, engineers must have a framework for analyzing costs more realistically. This
view should include supplier information, geographic coverage, quality performance, and other
supply considerations in addition to product performance characteristics. Providing sourcing
information to Engineering does not substitute for professional Procurement expertise. In fact, it
increases the need to make supplier and sourcing analysis available sooner and in a more readily
consumable manner. However, providing this information can encourage better collaboration
between Engineering and Procurement. This collaboration can take on many forms, including
direct Procurement involvement in design processes and arming design engineers with better
sourcing information.
In order to improve collaboration within large projects, the recommended development
methodology for complex products is the Integrated Product Development (IPD), and the
organizational structure resulting from Integrated Product Development implementation is the
Integrated Product Team (IPT).
IPT is made up of multi-functional stakeholders working together with a product-oriented
focus. This team is empowered to make critical life cycle decisions for the system. Because the
product and system development activities change and evolve over its life, team membership and
leadership will likewise evolve. While acquisition planners, project managers and design
engineers may be the most prominent members early in the life cycle, buyers and sub-system
managers gain a bigger voice during engineering and manufacturing development. Equipment
specialists and trades-people may be the lead members during the operations and maintenance
phase, with the design engineers returning once again if a major modification is needed.
IPT key characteristics are:


Team is established to produce a specific product or service;



Multidisciplinary - all team members/functions work together towards common goals;



Members have mutual, as well as individual accountability ;



Integrated, concurrent decision making ;



Empowered to make decisions within specific product or service goal;



Planned integration among teams towards system goal;

The role of procurement in the IPT is to supply the knowledge about markets capabilities and
evaluation, availability of suppliers and technology trends in order to effectively:


Investigate alternatives;



Evaluate risks and devise risk mitigation strategies;



Evaluate total costs over the life cycle;



Manage the procurement plan;



Support in enforcing acquisition policies.
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5 Procurement strategies for large projects: the framework
The current business model is no more based on the vertical integration of the enterprises as it
used to be in the seventies, from design to delivery and after sale to the end user. At that time,
the added value was around 70% of costs, with supplies at 30%, mainly made of components
and/or raw materials. Since then, the evolution of the economic scenario has changed the
business models towards the so called “lean production”, focused on the reduction of fixed costs
in favour of variable costs by means of the outsourcing of non-core processes. Today, industrial
enterprises acquire from the market an average 70% of the resources, while their own added
value is only around 30% of costs.
As a result, industrial large projects usually involve many suppliers, often in different
countries, even very far away from each other. This is an effect of the globalisation of the
markets, driven by different reasons such as:
•
•
•

Cost reduction, by using manpower from low cost countries;
Availability of specific capabilities, competences or resources;
Business strategies, to involve countries in the business, to expand markets or gather
capitals.

When the structure of large project teams involve many different organisations working in a
complex supply chain, procurement management is a critical success factor. In terms of money,
procurement is responsible for the largest part of costs, and its effectiveness may make the
difference between success and failure. In industrial environments, acquisition is considered a
project by itself (see CMMI-ACQ, Capability Maturity Model Integration for Acquisition, by
Carnegy Mellon – SEI).
The effectiveness of procurement depends on the ability to understand what must be done, the
market, the operational structure in which the market must be involved (the so called supply
chain). This understanding is the basis to devise appropriate procurement models and
procurement management.
Fig 2. Procurement in the business model
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The business model is characterised by the way end user requirements are exploited into the
model of the target system, the implementation of the supply chain and the procurement models
to contract it, and the global management model of the business.
The above considerations are valid not only for industrial projects, but also for scientific large
projects, even with the differences coming from the different scopes to be pursued. Science
requires complex and costly infrastructures, with projects that may last for many years. Their
cost is justified by the interest of a large scientific community, and this implies that the project
may be afforded only by a large number of international partner organisations sharing the
interest and the willingness to fund the project.
In a weak economy the willingness of investors to put money into large and long term
projects is reduced, and the possibility to collect money depends on the ability to guarantee
reasonably fast economic returns with marginal risks. For a science project, this implies that its
management must be able to assure that the funding parties may gain economic (i.e. non-science)
growth opportunities from the money given to the project development. As a consequence, large
science projects must be managed like business projects, by adopting a new business-like (or
industrial) model, where science provides the requirements, and funding organisations/countries
contribute with a direct involvement in project development, integrating research and industry.
In projects of scientific infrastructures the scientific organisation is usually the contract
organisation, and very often, it is directly involved in design and implementation, using industry
as subcontractors. This way of managing scientific projects may be sometimes effective, but in
the long run, considering the life cycle of scientific infrastructures, may give problems in
assuring continuity in operations and maintenance costs.
In science, usually the project evolution depends of the scientific results, and may take a
significant number of years, overlapping and influencing the implementation phases. The
utilisation of the final product is usually very long in time, the same as in some fields such as
aeronautics.
Fig 3. Science and industry relationships against time spans
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The common high rate of requirements change, the evolution of technologies, the influence of
environmental problems (especially remote or hostile environments) require sound change
management, logistics and obsolescence management. Moreover, strong management is required
through the whole life cycle and at all levels of the Work breakdown structure (WBS).
The professional demands of project management (PM) for large projects is likely to be very
high, requiring skills that are not always coherent with science skills of scientists doing PM jobs.
Science managers graduating to project management must understand that they may do no
scientific work for a very long time, and should gain formal competencies in project
management tasks, including procurement management.

5.1 The identification of requirements: the Engineering side
Project management effectiveness, in both business and science, is measured in the triangle
“Performance, Schedule, Costs”. If the project performance is lower than the target, it will
require more time and extra costs. If the project is off schedule, it will imply either a higher
effort or penalties. In both cases to be out of target implies delays and more costs.
Fig 4. The three focal points for project management
SCHEDULE

PERFORMANCES

COSTS

The basic tasks of Project management are planning and control of the project/product life
cycle, organisation of the supply chain, flow of the necessary information among the
participating organisations.
The life cycle defines the activities to be carried out from conception through operations up to
disposal of the outcomes of large projects. Its general structure may be schematised by five
macro phases (Fig. 5),
•
•
•
•

Feasibility study and proposal preparation, where the project is defined in its main
elements, usually in order to gain either financial support (science or capital expenses)
or a contract;
Project development, where the final system/product/investment is designed for
production/implementation;
Production and delivery, where the actual implementation occurs and the final object
is delivered and made available for operations;
Operations, where the final outcome is used to deliver the sought results for the
needed time period;
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•

Decommissioning, when the useful time life is over and the object must be dismissed.

The feasibility phase takes into account the requirements (functional, technical, operational)
on the full life cycle (duration, required phases etc), and constraints coming from different
sources, such as finance, technology, markets, environmental conditions related to the
operational requirements.
The project phase must consider conditions coming from installation and commissioning, i.e.
the delivery to the final user and put in operation, and the operational phase. Some conditions are
related to the localisation (environment, local regulations, availability of resources), logistics
(transportation, people accommodations, people training), readiness of the site, availability of
infrastructures. The operations imply conditions due to the life expectancy of the system, such as
upgrading (consider the evolution of IT) and obsolescence of components/subsystems, in
addition to technical requirements such as uptime, MTBF, maintenance and safety and security.
Fig 5. The project/product life cycle
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Each phase produces outputs for the next phase and for external needs, such as procurement.
The information needed by procurement are related to market requirements, costs, risks, and
product structure, in order to define acquisition strategies ad to design the supply chain structure.
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5.1.1 Structures to manage the project
The life cycle of a product/project may be made up of many complex activities. To ensure
that all the elements of the project have been included in all plans and estimates, it is a basic
requirement that the project is subdivided into easily understood and manageable blocks. Those
components can then be combined into a structure, or a number of structures, representing the
entire project.
The model for the description of projects is a well based with widely accepted standards. The
development of structures is a prerequisite for the accurate and unambiguous ability to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define and clarify the work to be carried out
Assign work to organisations responsible for carrying out the work
Plan the project thoroughly
Establish and control baselines
Measure accomplishment objectively against the plan at levels where the work is
being performed
Collect, summarise and report status both within the organisation and to final users
Measure performance
Define and clarify the organisational structure and responsibilities
Define and clarify the cost breakdown elements
Define the relationships between work, organisation and costs.

When the key structures have been developed, it is possible to summarise and consolidate
project information, using a variety of approaches. Whatever the approach, the overall
consolidation at the top level will always be constant, and representative of all the elements at
the lowest levels.

5.1.2 The models
In order to manage the project, there are different models to describe different aspects of the
project itself, say the structure of activities to be carried out, the relationship among different
organisations involved in the project, the cost breakdown, up to the various description of the
physical structure of the product suitable to be used from production up to maintenance. Typical
models are:
•
•
•
•

the Work breakdown structure (WBS);
the Organisation Breakdown Structure (OBS);
the Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS);
the Product breakdown structure (PBS).

A Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is the detailed organisation of the activities to be carried
out in order to complete the project. Its purpose is to unambiguously break the total work in a
project into manageable and definable work packages. It is not a breakdown of organisation, or
costs or contract items. The graphical WBS is a representation of the scope of the project and
provides the foundation for planning, estimating, monitoring and reporting. It is a hierarchical
multi-level breakdown used to identify the major areas of work at the top level with further
breakdown and refinement at lower levels.
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The Organisation Breakdown Structure (OBS) has the goal of describing the duties and
relationships in the project for all the participant organisations.
The Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS) reflects the way in which costs are broken down into
their constituent elements. A CBS is not simply a breakdown of the project into its budget lines,
but is a hierarchical structure, used across all sub-projects, which enables project and business
management to summarise and analyse costs at varying levels of detail.
The Product Breakdown Structure (PBS) is the structure of the physical product to be built,
and does not include project activities as in the WBS. The Product breakdown structure
complexity depends on product complexity, and may be different (i.e. different product views)
according to the goals related to the specific processes and sub-processes to be performed to
design, produce, deliver and operate the product itself along its life cycle.

5.1.3 The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
The WBS represents the way in which the job will be performed, showing the subdivision of
work. A WBS is developed by subdividing the project into products, phases or processes. This
subdivision of work can be carried out using several approaches:
•

By product or deliverable

•

By phase or stage

•

By process.

The nodes of the WBS describe the individual packages of work to be performed. Each of the
Work Packages in the WBS are expanded into the discrete activities that have to be carried out in
order to achieve the Work Package objectives.
Each work package will comprise one or more activities and must have clearly defined start
and finish points, with the scope of each work package being unambiguously defined and the
complete logic of the activity network is developed. Different limbs of the WBS can contain
differing numbers of levels.
Work packages must be of a size that they can be completed within two or three reporting
periods. Interim progress at short intervals should be measurable. Effective control and
completion of the work requires that each work package be assigned to only one performing
organisation with an individual responsibility assigned. All work packages at all levels should
have an allocated responsible manager.
The normal approach is to base the WBS on products, whereas sub-dividing the project by
process is normally applied to service projects.
The WBS must take into account the organisation’s defined processes. The approaches to be
used should be defined in local working procedures. Some times, the final user may define the
approach to be taken.
Independently of the approach taken, the lowest level of the structure should comprise of
similar elements.
When developing a WBS the following points should be considered:
•
•

Are there any existing WBS templates from other projects that can be used?
How is risk management addressed?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are all milestones and quality checkpoints identified?
Is the completion of each milestone and check point measurable?
What level of WBS is manageable?
Are all products included?
Do all work packages have a definable start and a definable finish?
Is the content of each work package fully understood?
Have non-productive work packages been included?
Are all work packages of a similar size?
Have all company mandatory work packages been included?
How will changes be managed?

The initial WBS must be defined at the feasibility stage and a budget must be estimated for
each element. When the project starts, the Project Manager will be responsible for breaking these
elements down further and assigning budgets and costs to each of them. An example first level
may be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Specification
Hardware
Software
System Integration / Test
Factory Acceptance Test
Site Work
Documentation
Training
Subcontracts

The state (or progress) of the project will be monitored by the completion of elements within
the WBS with the actual cost of completing each element compared with its budget. The analysis
enables effective financial monitoring and control of the project at all levels.

5.1.4 The OBS and CBS
The accomplishment of a WBS involves people from a variety of functions and departments
across an organisation and, invariably, sub-contracted elements. A fundamental requirement of a
well-managed project is a clear people organisation that relates to the particular breakdown of
the works that forms the project.
To clarify and define the organisational inter-relationships, an organisation chart or
Organisation Breakdown Structure (OBS) needs to be developed. This OBS must show the
organisation needed to manage the project and the organisation elements needed to manage the
business.
Where matrix management structures are used, this clarity in organisational definition is
particularly important. The relationships are shown in Fig 6.
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Fig 6. Relationships between the WBS, CBS, OBS, and the project.

Once the OBS has been developed, it is then possible to assign organisational responsibility to
individual Work Packages or Cost Accounts within the WBS.
Projects usually involve many different types of costs that need to be summarised. To be able
to summarise the different types of costs through both the OBS and the WBS, a Cost Breakdown
Structure (CBS) needs to be developed.
A CBS reflects the way in which costs are broken down into their constituent elements. A
CBS is not simply a breakdown of the project into its constituent cost elements but is a
hierarchical structure, used across all projects, which enables project and business management
to summarise and analyse costs at varying levels of detail.
In many businesses, the first level of a CBS could be:
•
•
•

Labour Costs
Material Costs
Trading Information (e.g. profit, claims, sales, cash, etc.)

Each of these cost elements would then be further sub-divided into their constituent parts until
the required level of control is attained.
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5.1.5 The PBS and its evolution through the life cycle stages
The WBS describes the structure of the work needed to achieve the final result. When the
WBS has been subdivided into products, the resultant structure is often called a Product
Breakdown Structure (PBS). The following summarises the different views for PBS in different
phases of the life cycle, and are shown graphically in Fig 7.
Fig 7. Various views of the Product Breakdown structure
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The different views are implemented to support the work to be carried out at any phase in the
most effective and efficient way, so the same object may be described with different techniques,
tools and, representations depending on the specificity of the job. As an example, the “as
delivered” view is specially optimised to ease the maintenance tasks, while the “As to be built”
takes into consideration production processes.
Further detail of these views is discussed in the table below.
As Required

As Designed

As Planned

Represents the configuration of requirements usually coming from the final users,
international standards and/or regulations, etc.
Requirements are allocated and decomposed along a “tree” representing the
hierarchy of systems and subsystems of the product, up to their decomposition
toward the different engineering disciplines.
Represents the authoritative configuration for design activities to satisfy all the
requirements defined in the “As required” view.
This view is made of items structured in a hierarchy, suitable to describe product
decomposition toward the assembly of the product, starting from the higher level
(the final product, a major component, an end item of the production cycle, etc),
and through lower level items (sub systems, assembly, etc) defines the engineering
view of the BOM (Bill of Materials).
Represents the driver configuration for planning and production activities of the
product.
It is a hierarchical structure representing the sequence of production and assembly
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processes of the end item and major components.
In this view, the engineering view is changed to follow the actual needs of
production and assembly processes in a specific production environment.
As to Be Built Represents the “As Planned” view for a specific individual instance of the product,
usually identified by an ID, with information about parts, resources, production
cycles, etc, frozen for a period.
It is a structure of items representing the configuration of a specific product or lot
of products, end items, major items, to be produced in a specific period of time.
As Built
Registers the actual configuration of a product, end item, major item, and is the
basis for documentation and QC certification.
It is the representation of the composition of a product as produced and to be
delivered.
As Delivered Is the view of the product and its composition as seen at the end of the process of
production, delivery and set in operation, and represents the certified and verified
configuration in terms of parts, manuals, documentation of the product delivered
to final user.
It is the view representing the supported product, derived by the “As Delivered”
1.5.1.1.1.1 As
view, and is intended to be used as guide and management tool for maintenance
Maintained
activities to keep the product in operation.
The view contains the product decomposition in functional items, and identifies
LRIs (Line Replaceable Item) and their spare parts.

5.2 From requirements to Supply chain models
The implementation of large projects requires the involvement of multiple organisations able
to contribute both manpower effort and technical capabilities. This implies that the overall job
must be divided and assigned to different organisations (e.g. suppliers) yet integrated and
coordinated into a single functional structure.
The organised complex of suppliers is generally known as a “supply chain”, meaning that all
their jobs are performed in a managed hierarchy according to the structure of the overall
project/product.
The same concept applies both to large industrial projects and mega-science projects. While it
is well known and accepted in industry, the concept is less well understood and implemented in
big science.

5.2.1 Current trends in large projects organisation
Mega-science projects may be compared to large industrial projects in many areas, for
example the aerospace industry, where projects last about 10 years, and products must be in
operation for about 40 years, all over the world, managing problems of maintenance, logistics,
refurbishing, configuration management etc. In this, supply chains are very complex, and their
management is costly. Under these considerations, it may be worth to take into account project
organisation models used in industry, in order to evaluate which one (if any) is suitable to be
adopted in order to define the structure and strategies of supply chain management.
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Large industrial projects are usually multinational, and the supply chain is generally very
complex. In order to enhance the ability to manage such complexity, the supply chain structure is
designed in a way to minimise the number of suppliers per WBS level, leaving to subcontractors
the job of controlling their own suppliers.
In general, the evolution in project organisation may be summarised as transitioning from a
mainly in-house product development, with few suppliers mainly devoted to components, to a
mainly outsourced product development with a limited number of contractors for main
subsystems, working on system requirements and under coordination by the main contractor (the
owner of the whole product).
This latter strategy implies:
•

The ability to exploit market capabilities;

•

The reduction of the overall costs;

•

Risk management and reduction, with the direct involvement of suppliers;

•

The reduction of the capital investments.

Public administrations managing large projects with a long life cycle (e.g. the military)
behave in a very similar way. References may be found in DoD in USA and MoD in UK, where
the common policies are to commit jobs on the basis of “what to do”, leaving the “how to do” to
the responsibility of suppliers.
Large projects for scientific infrastructures have many points in common with large industrial
projects, with some specificities about:
•
•
•

Number of units to be delivered, comparatively very low;
Level of performance, very high;
Environmental and operating conditions, very critical.

If the number of units delivered is very small compared with civil industry, it is in the order of
the big military/space projects, where the repeatability is not in the number of units sold, but in
the ability to reuse technical and technological outcomes of the project.

5.2.1.1 An example: the Boeing 787 project
As an example, consider the evolution of supply chain organisation and management in
Boeing, from its traditional approach to the new one adopted for the project of the 787, the
largest aircraft ever built.
The structure of an aircraft is very complex, and requires a flexible design in order to be
customised according to the customer’s needs. Moreover, it needs to be maintained in operation
for a long time, with very frequent maintenance operations, a large use of spare parts, the
upgrade to follow the evolution of its configuration over time.
A simplified schematic of the structure for an aeronautical product, limited to main structures,
is shown in Fig 8.
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Fig 8. The simplified supply structure of an aircraft
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Traditionally, Boeing used to drive directly all the suppliers, with a centralised approach to
design and control. As a result, the number of supplier was very high, with a significant cost in
managing relationship and contracts, and assuring the right interfaces and synchronisation of
deliveries.
The supply chain organisation impacts on the relationships among the contractors/suppliers
and on type and definition of work packages. The cost/risk demands of large modern, hightechnology projects are driving a transition to an integrator bases supply chain model.
In order to manage the 787 aircraft project, Boeing changed its supply chain strategy, with a
supply chain organised through 15 tier 1 contractors around the world, who manage their own
supply chains according to requirements set up by Boeing itself. (Fig 9.). This new strategy
changed the relationship of Boeing and its suppliers, with a significant gain in efficiciency and
effectiveness.
Fig 9. International supply chains established for the B787 aircraft
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Contrasting the different supply relationship approach through the B787 aircraft
Before the B787
Suppliers deliver up to 60% of needs
Boeing developed the most part of the project, and pays
part of the capital investments required to suppliers
Supplies include components, materials and subsystems
specified by Boeing
Suppliers work each by their own, with no contacts with
other suppliers

Boeing assembles in its own factory components
supplied by suppliers
Boeing is in charge of product integration from supplies,
and guarantees the functional and physical integration of
subsystems and components

The B787
Suppliers deliver up to 70% of needs
Suppliers pay for their investments related to design,
equipment, tools
Suppliers are in charge to design and deliver structures
and subsystems of the plane
There are tight contacts among suppliers, and they meet
to compare solutions, carry out design review, identify
problems and define common strategies to solve or
prevent them
Suppliers assemble into subsystems parts supplied by
second level suppliers
Suppliers supply mainly subsystems, and are responsible
for their integration in the upper level
Suppliers test and verify all subsystems

5.2.2 Supply chain: what and why
‘Supply chain’ is one of the most used and very often misused terms. It is generally used with
the meaning of supply base, while its actual meaning implies a complex relation of suppliers,
production resources and logistic systems organised and managed to satisfy the needs of the final
user.
The supply chain is not made only of suppliers, but includes all the resources involved in the
delivery process of the final product. Often the focus is on the external supply chain (the
suppliers) without the due attention to the internal supply chain, the internal resources involved
in the delivery process.
It would be very hard (and likely misleading) to devise and discuss procurement models for
complex systems without taking into consideration the implications of the WBS on the supply
chain organisation (through Work Package structure), and on current and future business models
of the firms to be involved in the design, production and operation.

5.2.2.1 Production flow model evolution
Up to the 1970s, the usual industry business model has been vertical integration. Subsequent
evolution, driven by the need to enforce competition in a market becoming virtually global, has
been toward lean organisations, where companies focus on their core business and outsource non
critical-non strategic processes to suppliers. Fig 10 show the evolution of the production models.
The rationale is the transformation of fixed to variable costs, reduction of capital investments,
and delegation of production jobs to specialised suppliers with a better price/performance ratio.
In terms of integration, it implies the subcontracting of work packages related to medium to
high scale integration, formerly reserved for the main contractor, and the possibility that there
are as many suppliers involved as the number of Work Packages present in the WBS.
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Fig 10. The development of supply chain integration
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This means that contractors must be able to design and manage their supply base in such a
way as to assure cooperation, integration, control and cost effectiveness in order to maintain their
business goals against their final markets.
Considering very large scientific infrastructures projects, the application of the supply chain
concept and model may be considered to enforce the ability to manage technical and economic
outcomes of the industries involved in the project.

5.2.2.2 Supply chain definition
The supply chain is the complex of all the single contributing/processing organisations
operating in the flow of product/system delivery, and committed to the final result. In this sense,
the supply chain is the connection of modular production units.
Supply chain management covers the flow of goods from raw materials through
manufacturing, assembly and distribution chains to the customer, who may be the contracting
agency, or the end-user.
Fundamental to the theory of supply chain management is the notion of control of identified
sequences of activities from a vantage point. This vantage point is usually occupied by the firm
or organisation conducting
a. the last significant transformation of the product before it reaches the consumer
through the downstream supply chain,
b. or the prime contractor to the contracting agency.
The general arrangement of the Supply chain is defined by the Supply Chain Management in
the SCOR – Supply Chain Operations Reference model as in Fig 11.
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Fig 11. The SCOR – Supply Chain Operations Reference model.
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The key concepts of supply chains are:
•
•
•
•
•

Value is added at each link in the chain;
Quality is maintained throughout the chain;
Obligations are formalised through back-to-back contracts;
Dependencies are known and managed by competent supply chain resources;
There are consequences for supply chain failure.

The detailed processes and responsibilities associated with supply chain management for the
life cycle processes, procurement, project and production, delivery are shown in the break-out
table below:
PLAN - Demand/Supply Planning and Management
•
•
•

Balance resources with requirements and establish/communicate plans for the whole supply chain,
including Return, and the execution processes of Source, Make, and Deliver.
Management of business rules, supply chain performance, data collection, inventory, capital assets,
transportation, planning configuration, and regulatory requirements and compliance.
Align the supply chain unit plan with the financial plan.

SOURCE - Sourcing Stocked, Make-to-Order, and Engineer-to-Order
•
•
•
•

Product Schedule deliveries; receive, verify, and transfer product; and authorize supplier payments.
Identify and select supply sources when not predetermined, as for engineer-to-order product.
Manage business rules, assess supplier performance, and maintain data.
Manage inventory, capital assets, incoming product, supplier network, import/export requirements,
and supplier agreements.
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MAKE - Make-to-Stock, Make-to-Order, and Engineer-to-Order Production Execution
•
•
•

Schedule production activities, issue product, produce and test, package, stage product, and release
product to deliver.
Finalize engineering for engineer-to-order product.
Manage rules, performance, data, in-process products (WIP), equipment and facilities,
transportation, production network, and regulatory compliance for production.

DELIVER - Order, Warehouse, Transportation, and Installation Management for Stocked, Make-to-Order,
and Engineer-to-Order Product
•
•
•
•
•

All order management steps from processing customer inquiries and quotes to routing shipments
and selecting carriers.
Warehouse management from receiving and picking product to load and ship product.
Receive and verify product at customer site and install, if necessary.
Invoicing customer.
Manage Deliver business rules, performance, information, finished product inventories, capital
assets, transportation, product life cycle, and import/export requirements.

RETURN - Return of Raw Materials and Receipt of Returns of Finished Goods
•

•

•

•

All Return Defective Product steps from source – identify product condition, disposition product,
request product return authorization, schedule product shipment, and return defective product – and
deliver – authorized product return, schedule return receipt, receive product, and transfer defective
product.
All Return Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul product steps from source – identify product
condition, disposition product, request product return authorization, schedule product shipment,
and return MRO product – and deliver – authorize product return, schedule return receipt, receive
product, and transfer MRO product.
All Return Excess Product steps from source – identify product condition, disposition product,
request product return authorization, schedule product shipment, and return excess product – and
deliver – authorize product return, schedule return receipt, receive product, and transfer excess
product.
Manage Return business rules, performance, data collection, return inventory, capital assets,
transportation, network configuration, and regulatory requirements and compliance.

5.2.2.3 Supply chain characteristics
Supply chains may be seen as an extended enterprises where, like in a single enterprise, every
component organisation should work in a cooperative way to achieve the main common goal, i.e.
the effective and economically efficient delivery to the final customer. The design of the supply
chain depends on the strategies set up to satisfy the final customer, and on the ability to map
capabilities of the supply base on the WBS
Complex projects need to take into consideration how to allocate each WP to the suitable
supplier (prime contractor or consortia) and how to integrate suppliers in an optimal way inside
the WBS. Thus the supply chain reference model can be stacked or arranged concurrently as
shown in Fig 12.
Supply chains are characterised by four elements:
•
•
•
•

Structure
Organisation
Security
Reliability.
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The structure is defined by the number of levels (i.e. number of suppliers in a row) and by the
number of concurrent flows and will be determined by the complexity of the WBS and
subcontracting policies or needs. Concurrent flows must by synchronised in order to allow the
correct delivery and operation of the following stages. One critical element is logistics. If the
supply chain extends over a number of countries, especially low-cost countries, logistics
becomes a very important factor to be managed and monitored.
The organisation of the supply chain is defined by management and control structures,
information flows, physical configuration (logistics). Different organisation models are likely to
give different levels of performance and different overhead costs. Organisation becomes more
critical with extended supply chains. As an example, an organisation where all controls are in
charge to the prime contractor raises its indirect costs while lessening the responsibility of the
suppliers along the chain.
Security is the characteristic related to the assurance of both integrity of physical goods,
services, and assets, and intellectual property.
Reliability of the supply chain is a determinant of business results, and depends of the ability
to assure quality and delivery along the chain and during production phases. Critical factors are
the actual integration of suppliers along the production flow, the availability and quality of
information, effectiveness of communication, involvement of suppliers, relationships and
trustworthy among suppliers.

5.2.2.4 Supply chain risks and risk mitigation
Supply chains are very often considered the way to minimise costs by allocating Work
Packages to suppliers on the basis of price as the main element of choice. This is emphasised in a
global market, where the offer is wide and low cost countries look attractive.
Global sourcing and supply has become a central part of many organisation’s strategies, as it
has proved essential to control costs. In the competitive environment, characterised by overcapacity, corporate consolidation and depressed spending, global sourcing is a key ingredient for
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corporate survival – taking advantage of low cost labour, cheap international logistics and less
regulated operating environments.
The rush to low cost sourcing and supply areas has displayed an exponential trend, and is
forecast to continue. But, the inherent supply chain risks embedded in the chase for margins are
not well understood and have not been documented extensively. Global sourcing implies long
distance supply chains with extended lead times that have major implications for security of
supply and for demand responsiveness and timeliness of the offer.
There are risks that the total acquisition cost may be greater than anticipated and erode the net
benefits implied by the initial purchase cost. When all factors, including transportation, handling,
duty, obsolescence, inventory, lost sales and ‘market blocking’ are factored in, the total cost may
not be as attractive as the headline advantage – labour costs are typically as little as 7% to 10%
of the total production costs.
There may be risks depending on quality and execution, due to the long distance relationships
and the many hand-offs in the processes to move the product to its destination – poor product
assurance systems cause service failure and hence cost.
Valuable know-how may be given away to vendors allowing others to enter markets and for
product and engineering skills to be lost. Moreover, the long-term impact on supply and demand
is less clear and may distort markets both in terms of the benefits gained and also for the risks of
secure supply.
Research at Cranfield School of Management, sponsored by the British Department of
Transport, into the origins of supply chain risk and vulnerability has identified the following
dimensions of risk in the supply chain – divided into external and internal ‘drivers’.
Risks external to the contracting agency can be summarised from this work as follows
•

•
•

Demand risk relates to potential or actual disturbances to flow of product,
information, and cash, emanating from within the network, between the focal firm and
its market. In particular, it relates to the processes, controls, asset and infrastructure
dependencies of the organisations downstream and adjacent to the focal firm.
Supply risk is the upstream equivalent of demand risk; it relates to potential or actual
disturbances to the flow of product or information emanating within the network,
upstream of the focal firm.
Environmental risk is the risk associated with external and, from the firm’s
perspective, uncontrollable events. The risks can impact the firm directly or through
its suppliers and customers.

Risks internal to the contracting agency relate both to how the firm addresses the external
risks and its competences to plan and execute its own business.
•

•

Processes are the sequences of value-adding and managerial activities undertaken by
the firm. The execution of these processes is likely to be immediately dependent on
internally-owned or managed assets and on a functioning infrastructure. Process risk
relates to disruptions to these processes.
Controls are the assumptions, rules, systems and procedures that govern how an
organisation exerts control over the processes. In terms of the supply chain they may
be order quantities, batch sizes, safety stock policies etc. plus the policies and
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•
•

procedures that govern asset and transportation management. Control risk is therefore
the risk arising from the application or misapplication of these rules.
Mitigation is a hedge against risk built into the operations themselves and, therefore,
the lack of mitigating tactics is a risk in itself.
Contingency is the existence of a prepared plan and the identification of resources
that can be mobilised in the event of a known or unknown risk becoming manifest.

It should be immediately clear that global sourcing and supply has the potential to increase all
of these dimensions of risk.
Supply chain management must shape and deliver sourcing, product design, channel
management, logistics networks and customer service. It has to identify and ‘manage to mitigate’
structural risks within extended supply chains – both external and internal, and conditions
suitable to create a different kind of risk, without costs skyrocketing.
The necessity to identify and control risks will inform management’s choices in relation to
their marketplace and strategic development. Supply chain and logistics theory has relied in its
development on the following classic risk mitigations, that may no longer be sufficient to deal
with all conditions equally:
•

Inventory – positioning of inventory in the chain to buffer against the uncertainties of
demand, supply and operations. With the extended lead times associated with long
distance chains, there will be more inventory in the chain. But, in the context of
shortening market lifecycles this inventory may become more of a risk than a buffer.
Provisioning the chain in anticipation of supply side unreliability can easily accentuate
rather than mitigate risk.

•

Capacity – the nature of the installed capacity and its ability to respond to actual
demand. Flexible manufacturing strategies include short scheduling horizons and fixed
cycle manufacturing programmes. But extended global chains are less able to benefit
from such methods; plants must manage the conflicts of demands from various clients,
and this means that extended schedules are the norm. In addition, declining returns
from manufacturing operations due to global overcapacity will encourage overcommitting capacity and schedule non-compliance.

•

Dual sourcing – the balancing of procurement between two or more suppliers has
been a conventional supply side strategy. While it remains an effective mitigation
strategy in some businesses, otherwise it may change where vendors operates more
collaboratively and offers cost reductions for single sourcing.

There are variations on these themes that, when combined, can help to mitigate the risks that
are no longer solved by these headline measures:
•

Generic material inventory – the company commits to generic materials which it is
confident can be converted into a number of products or disposed of at market price.
This reduces the lead time to procure material and make the products - so increasing
responsiveness.

•

Capacity booking with postponed ordering – the company commits to manufacturing
capacity for a range of products to be made by the vendor. The actual commitment in
terms of SKU (stock keeping unit) and quantity is made based on the latest forecast
just before the run starts.
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•

•

Postponement – the design and supply of manufactured parts that can be configured or
localised in the destination markets. This enables generic parts to be directed to where
the demand is and avoids product obsolescence. It also reduces inventory levels in the
chain as a whole.
Consolidation / deconsolidation / speed management – logistics operations that can
identify, combine and route products through the chain to increase the frequency of
shipment and reduce unnecessary time through the chain. The net effect is to make the
chain more responsive, increase availability and reduce inventory risk.

These risk mitigation techniques are at the heart of improved management of the global chain.
Application of these techniques requires some key capabilities and pre-conditions.

5.2.2.5 Critical Success Factors
The measures to manage global supply chains require six capabilities that are the critical
success factors.
•

‘Total Acquisition Cost Management’ – the ability to analyse and predict the total
cost-to-serve from the source of supply to its final point of sale/operate. The capability
in this analysis is not to simply build up the logistics costs by differentiating the
physical characteristics of the freight and the duty and customs regimes that are
applicable. It is more important to analyse and build into the costing of the risk impact
of delayed or failed supply. The inventory holding cost through the chain must also be
factored in. Experience has shown that this analysis identifies products that should
never be traded on a long lead-time, or that should be the subject of a postponement
strategy. It is also likely to show that there are some products where actions to reduce
lead-time and increase flexibility will justify a higher initial purchasing cost.

•

‘One touch information flow’ – to avoid double entry, duplication, mistakes and
inconsistency as the same transaction moves through the many points of contact in the
chain. Accuracy of information is a precondition of proactive management and the
ability to exercise risk mitigation measures. This capability is systems enabled; it is
critical to have the widest view of the total chain on one information platform with the
ability to recognise inconsistencies.

•

‘Total product identification and compliance’ – to ensure fast accurate product and
handling unit identification that feeds the “one touch information” requirement
without delay. The use of bar codes and RFID to the correct standards is the enabling
technology; this needs to be quality assured and enforced on the ground across many
sites with failures being fixed where they occur.

•

‘Real time routing through dynamic visibility’ – the capability to see through the
chain, know what is coming, and test for events that have not happened as planned; to
interpret the implications of failures in a pro-active way and make decisions to
minimise their impact. This is the ‘traffic control’ of global supply chain management;
it must be managed transparently and with the proactive co-operation of all the parties
in the chain.

•

‘Vendor development - cycle time compression linked to real demand’ – the capability
to understand and improve the long-term performance of vendors in terms of cycle
times, timeliness, quality and accuracy is central to time compression and risk
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reduction. Based on historical performance of the end-to-end chain it is possible to
identify improvements programmes to develop supplier reliability. The ultimate goal
is to issue orders and schedules on shorter lead times, reflecting real demand or more
accurate forecasts. Understanding the underlying performance of the vendor, and his
category of products in the marketplace is the starting point for this; it is dependent on
information across the chain.
•

Information platform to provide consistent and timely information – the capability to
put in place, operate and maintain a full supply chain visibility solution. All of the
above capabilities are anchored by the operational skill to secure and maintain the
information backbone with the diverse data structures that are needed by each supply
chain function.

All of these capabilities relate to management information and the skills to apply that
information with greater precision; information on the extended chain in terms of accuracy and
speed of availability is central to these capabilities.

5.3 A reference model for Procurement processes
This section considers how best to understand and design procurement models for large
projects. Following wide research into appropriate models, the following information and
approach is based on the CMMI-ACQ reference model.
Developed and first published in the 1988 by the Software Engineering Institute of the
Carnegie Mellon University, the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is a reference model devised
to assess the level of development of software organisations. Since its launch, the model has
been continually improved and extended up to assess systems engineering organisations,
becoming CMMI – Capability Maturity Model Integration. Currently CMMI is recognised as a
standard tool to measure the level of coherence and evolution of engineering organisations.
In 2007, the SEI, in collaboration with General Motors, developed CMMI-ACQ, describing a
reference model to assess acquisition project organisations (see CMMI ® for Acquisition,
Version 1.2 - Improving processes for acquiring better products and services, November 2007,
Technical Report CMU/SEI-2007-TR-017 ESC-TR-2007-017)
The model considers process areas divided in three lines:
•
•
•

procurement project management;
acquisition management;
support process areas.

The procurement project process areas contain practices addressing acquirer activities related
to establishing and managing an acquisition project, and further align organisational, project, and
support processes with the business objectives of the organisation.
The acquisition management process areas contain practices addressing acquirer activities
related to executing and transitioning an acquisition project.
The support process areas address acquisition project processes and may address processes
that apply more generally to the organisation. These process areas describe practices for
establishing objectives for quality and process performance, monitoring variation in the projects’
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processes, evaluating the impacts of proposed changes to those processes. To effectively
implement these practices, mature measurement and analysis processes are needed.
The following figures (13-17) describe the process areas.
Fig 13. A “Project” view of Procurement according to CMMI-ACQ
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Fig 14. CMMI-ACQ: The process areas

5.3.1

Procurement project management
process areas

PP

Project planning

RSKM

Risk management

REQM

Requirements Management

The purpose of Requirements Management (REQM) is to
manage requirements of the project’s products and product
components and to identify inconsistencies between those
requirements and the project’s plans and work products.

PMC

Project monitoring and
control

QPM

Quantitative project
management
Integrated project
management

The purpose of Project Monitoring and Control (PMC) is to
provide an understanding of the project’s progress so that
appropriate corrective actions can be taken when the project’s
performance deviates significantly from the plan.
Analisi quantitativa dell’andamento del progetto
e
delle
prestazioni connesse
The purpose of Integrated Project Management (IPM) is to
establish and manage the project and the involvement of the
relevant stakeholders according to an integrated and defined

IPM
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The purpose of Project Planning (PP) is to establish and maintain
plans that define project activities.
The purpose of Risk Management (RSKM) is to identify
potential problems before they occur so that risk-handling
activities can be planned and invoked as needed across the life of
the product or project to mitigate adverse impacts on achieving
objectives.
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process that is tailored from the organization’s set of standard
processes.
Fig 15. Acquisition management process areas
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The purpose of Acquisition Requirements Development (ARD)
is to develop and analyze customer and contractual requirements.
The purpose of Solicitation and Supplier Agreement
Development (SSAD) is to prepare a solicitation package, select
one or more suppliers to deliver the product or service, and
establish and maintain the supplier agreement.
The purpose of Agreement Management (AM) is to ensure that
the supplier and the acquirer perform according to the terms of
the supplier agreement.
The purpose of Acquisition Technical Management (ATM) is to
evaluate the supplier’s technical solution and to manage selected
interfaces of that solution.
The purpose of Acquisition Verification (AVER) is to ensure
that selected work products meet their specified requirements.
The purpose of Acquisition Validation (AVAL) is to
demonstrate that an acquired product or service fulfils its
intended use when placed in its intended environment.

technical

Fig16. Support process areas
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The purpose of Configuration Management (CM) is to establish
and maintain the integrity of work products using configuration
identification,
configuration control, configuration status accounting, and
configuration audits.
The purpose of Process and Product Quality Assurance (PPQA)
is to provide staff and management with objective insight into
processes and associated work products.
The purpose of Measurement and Analysis (MA) is to develop
and sustain a measurement capability used to support
management information needs.
The purpose of Causal Analysis and Resolution (CAR) is to
identify causes of defects and other problems and take action to
prevent them from occurring in the future.
The purpose of Decision Analysis and Resolution (DAR) is to
analyze possible decisions using a formal evaluation process that
evaluates identified alternatives against established criteria.
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The process areas are in a functional relationship, and each one includes more practices
(activities). Fig. 14 shows the relationships and the practices for each process area, and
demonstrates the process flow, interactions, and practical actions contained in the procurement
process. It forms a useful reference and task ‘checklist’ for mega-project acquisition. Of
particular note are the processes covering verification, validation, and integration with project
planning, monitoring, and control.
Fig 17. Process flow for CMMI-ACQ
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5.4 From Supply chain models to Procurement management models
Supply chain models should be aligned to and encompass business strategy and properly
manage third-parties, service providers and suppliers. This implies network setup, segmentation
planning, operational processes, inventory and performance organisation, IT systems integration.
There are different ways to segment products/projects to exploit value chain aspects and to
properly allocate resources, depending on the volumes and values within the supply chain, and
on product/project requirements. This task involves the effective management of production
schedules, inventories and third-party service providers throughout the value chain. As usual,
optimisation needs to be backed by appropriate Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and
controlling tools.
The supply chain design is influenced by the different organisational models adopted by the
project management, even different for different phases, linking the project owner to different
subjects carrying on different duties, project office, contractors, suppliers, final users. Choices
are influenced by many drivers, such as contract size, geographic distribution of project
members, and funding agencies. In general, the organisational model is unlikely to remain the
same over the entire project.
Each organisational model has specific implications on management duties, contract
structures, procurement procedures, total costs, quality and timeliness of results, and may require
different capabilities for the management team.
The governance of procurement, preliminary to define procurement strategies, and then
design and manage the supply chain, may be schematised in the following three models, that will
be discussed later:
•

the “one to many” model, in which the owner organisation contracts all the work
packages to different suppliers, maintaining the complete control of the final delivery;

•

the “one to one” model, in which the owner organisation contracts a main/prime
contractor, in charge of the complete delivery;

•

the “tier 1” model, in which the owner organisation contracts the first level WBS to
specialised enterprises, which will be in charge of the delivery, while the owner
organisation takes care of the final integration and coordination.

The starting point to design the organisation of the supply chain, and evaluate its
effectiveness, is the Work breakdown structure, as it is able to show relationships and sequences
of work packages, in correspondence with project planning to define the Organisation
breakdown structure suitable to set up a management structure able to exploit market/industry
capabilities and minimise costs while maximising results.
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5.4.1 Mapping the WBS to a supply chain: an example
In order to give an idea of how the supply chain can be designed and point out the
implications of project management different choices, consider an industrial project where the
goal is to subcontract work packages for an antenna system. The starting point is the system
WBS and the Statement of Work (SoW), i.e. the document stating technical and delivery
constraints.
The subject is the definition of the procurement plan of an X/S-Band Antenna Subsystem by
means of the choices of the supply chain structure. The requirements (excerpt only) include the
following:
The antenna as made up of a single parabolic reflector, which houses the two different bands
feed-horns mounted with two different architectural configurations. The Antenna is made up of
seven principal components:
•

Main Reflector and Subreflector (and Spares)

•

X-Band Feed

•

S-Band Feed and Transmission Section

•

Pedestal Elevation / Azimuth Subsystem and Train Axis

•

Control Subsystem and Tracking

•

Additional Equipment

•

Infrastructures

Any equipment belonging to the X/S-Band Antenna shall be provided together relevant
MTBF and MTTR figures, and the manuals for maintenance of the antenna, with relative
procedure include the time and people skill for operate any maintenance.
The delivery plan (see fig 18) is the following:
Milestones
M0 - K.O.
M1 – ABS-PR
M2 – CDR
M3 – ABS-RR
M4 – QR
M5 – OSAR
M6 – AR&HO

Relative time
T0
T0 + 2 month
T0 + 7 months
T0 + 12 months
T0 + 12 months
T0 + 15 months
T0 + 18 months

Description
Contractual activities kick off
On-site antenna basement site preliminary review
In-factory antenna critical design review
On-site antenna basement and infrastructures site readiness review
In-factory antenna qualification review
On-site acceptance review
Final acceptance review and hand-over

Fig 18. Delivery plan relative to product development
Start Contract

S/S Engineering
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The Supply shall include (full breakdown shown in fig 19):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Antenna Front End design, development and production/procurement
Antenna Front End factory acceptance tests
Antenna Front End shipping and on-site installation and integration
Antenna Front End on-site acceptance tests
Antenna Front End training
Support to the CFI installation and their integration with the Antenna Front End
Support to the overall Antenna on-site acceptance tests
Infrastructures design, construction and acceptance
Program Management
Product Assurance
Documentation
Warranty

The work breakdown structure for the complete subsystem includes three main limbs:
•
•
•

The antenna unit, the actual functional unit made of the dish, movement structure and
the communication units;
The infrastructures needed to operate the antenna, i.e. basement. Pathways, shelter etc;
The program management, i.e. all the activities required to carry out the project and
delivery of the subsystem.

The Program management WBS is made of:
Program Management
Program Management Plan
System Engineering Management Plan
Program Planning, Control and Reporting
Risk Management
Product Assurance Management
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
Product Tree (PT)
Change Control
Configuration Management Guidelines
Configuration and Data Management (CADM)
Design Versioning
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Fig 19. Full component breakdown
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If we consider three options (see fig 20, left to right):
•
•
•

Contracts granted to different suppliers, A, B, C, D, E, F electronic equipment, with
infrastructures (I), and the owner organisation (O) in charge of management, services
and system integration;
Electronic equipment Supplies granted to A only, with project management and
system integration, infrastructures to I, owner organisation in charge of program
management;
Electronic supplies to A, with sub contractors D and E, infrastructures to I, program
management to owner organisation

The first option is the most labour intensive for the owner organisation, both as procurement
processes (many tenders to carry out) and management and coordination of activities.
The second option reduces to a minimum the cost of procurement and leaves to the contractor
A the burden of project management.
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The third option introduces sub-contractors, shifting some project management responsibility
and risk to supplier A.
Fig 20. Supply options versus suppliers
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5.4.2 Procurement management models
5.4.2.1 The ‘one-to-many’ model
The owner organisation (i.e. contracting agency) is in charge of the final delivery, develops
the systems design and the WBS, and directly contracts suppliers for each single Work Package.
(See fig 21)
For each work package acquisition procedures must be carried out by the Owner organisation,
that will be in charge of technical specifications and legal duties. Acquisitions must be carried
out with respect of time schedules, and must assure quality and timeliness of deliveries.
Each supplier is responsible for its own work package, and the Owner organisation must take
care of interfaces, global configuration management and delivery acceptance and validation.
The owner organisation must be staffed and organised to control contracts of different types,
different products and services, and have complete project management responsibility. It must
also resolve problems due to interfaces and integration of products/jobs of different suppliers.
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In the long run, during the life cycle of the product, the owner organisation must be able to
manage every continuation or maintenance activity.
It is important to define who must retain design authority on the final product and component
parts.
Fig 21. The ‘one-to-many’ model
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5.4.2.2 The ‘one-to-one’ model
The Owner organisation develops requirements and the system design, up to the WBS, then
contracts a main contractor who will take charge of the delivery assuming all the duties.
The Owner organisation must be able to maintain control of the project, verifying deliveries,
scheduling and its compliance with final technical requirements (user requirements).
Fig 22. The ‘one-to-one’ model
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5.4.2.4 The “Tier 1” model
Selected industrial partners, are prime or subprime contractors (usually known as Tier 1 for
the first level of WBS), able to manage the complete process of developing and building the
assigned WBS branch. The owner organisation develops specifications and system design, then
manages the delivery from the Tier 1 contractors.
Selection may be carried out in different modes, usually with some sort of tendering
procedures. Usually, Tier 2 suppliers (subcontractors of Tier 1) are selected and managed by Tier
1, but rules may be defined to manage specific needs (e.g. technical or economical).
The Owner organisation must be able to undertake the global management of the project,
control Tier 1 contractors, assure integration of deliverables, ensure proper accounting systems
for earned value, in-kind effort and practical delivery, carry out the acceptance of the deliveries,
and manage final integration and hand over.
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Fig 23. The ‘tier 1’ model
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5.4.2.5 Supplier management
Usually, the dimension of a project influences the number of suppliers, and, consequently, the
effort in supplier selection and contract and delivery management, affecting indirect costs and
effectiveness of results. This is why the trend is to contain the number of suppliers, by choosing
main subcontractors able to effectively manage their own supply chain, as in Tier 1 model. The
choice of Tier 1 contractors requires a well defined WBS, requirements management, tight
contract management and a careful supplier selection.
After the WBS has been defined, the contracting strategies must be devised to optimise both
results and management overloads. It is clear that the owner organisation must always be in
charge of:
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements definition and verification
Acquisition processes
Contracts management and Contract compliance verification
Products verification and acceptance
Schedule management.

5.4.2.6 Small & Medium Enterprises in the supply chain
It is recognised that the Small and medium Enterprise (SME) sector of the supply market is
very nimble, dynamic and entrepreneurial, and particularly well placed to reap opportunities
from globalisation and from the acceleration of technological change.
In many nations, the ability to build on the growth and innovation potential of SMEs is
therefore important to major global projects, and for the future prosperity of those nations or
economic regions. In a globally changing landscape characterised by continuous structural
changes and enhanced competitive pressures, the role of SMEs in our society has become even
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more important as providers of employment opportunities and key players for the wellbeing of
local and regional communities.
The national and local environments in which SMEs operate are very different and so is the
nature of SMEs themselves (including crafts, micro-enterprises, family owned or social economy
enterprises). Most importantly, SMEs often hold specialist capabilities, niche IP, or rapid
development processes that maybe of high value to the large science/engineering project.
Nonetheless, SMEs still face market failures undermining the conditions in which they
operate and compete with other players in areas like finance (e.g. venture capital), research,
innovation and the environment. For example, about 21% of SMEs indicate that accessing
finance is a problem, and in many European countries the percentage is much higher for microenterprises. Also, fewer European SMEs innovate successfully when compared to large
businesses. The situation is worsened by structural difficulties such as the lack of management
and technical skills, and remaining rigidities in labour markets at national level.
Therefore, the establishment, support, and recognition of supply chains and teaming
arrangements for mega-science endeavours should take due note of the importance of SMEs in
the overall procurement strategy, and make provision in contracts to optimise these relationships.
However it is not always efficient for large project offices to deal directly with SMEs, due to the
generally large mismatch of size, and administrative expectations. More commonly, SMEs are
able to fit into the supply chain through relationships with intermediary firms, or at least a prime
contractor.
As an example, the US Federal Acquisition Regulations implements the acquisition-related
sections of the Small Business Act. It is the policy of the US Government to provide maximum
practicable opportunities in its acquisitions to small business, veteran-owned small business,
service-disabled veteran-owned small business, small disadvantaged business, and womenowned small business concerns.
Importantly, US SMEs must also have the maximum practicable opportunity to participate as
subcontractors in the contracts awarded by any executive agency, consistent with efficient
contract performance. The Small Business Administration (SBA) counsels and assists small
business concerns and assists contracting personnel to ensure that a fair proportion of contracts
for supplies and services is placed with small business.
Similarly, the European Commission has recently adopted measures to make participation in
the EU's current Seventh Framework Programme for Research more attractive and more
accessible to the best researchers and most innovative companies, especially Small and MediumSized Enterprises (SMEs). This is based on the simplification plan unveiled by the Commission
in April 2010. Moreover, the European Commission launched an ambitious new policy initiative
in 2008 called The Small Business Act, to put SMEs at the forefront of procurement decisionmaking.
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5.5 Procurement costs estimation
Cost estimation is a complex task, that must take into consideration all the cost factors
suitable to occur during the life cycle of the acquisition object. The life cycle is the time span
from purchasing through disposal of an object.
In the cost estimation it is necessary to take into consideration all the elements beyond the
purchasing price, that are implied by the acquisition, use and disposal of the asset. The cost of
ownership of an asset is in fact incurred throughout its whole life and does not all occur at the
point of acquisition. A purchasing decision normally commits the user to over 95 per cent of the
through-life costs. There is very little scope to change the cost of ownership after the item has
been delivered.
Figure 24 gives an example of a spend profile showing how the costs vary with time. In many
instances the disposal cost will be negative because the item will have a resale value. However,
for many assets the disposal cost may be high and should be taken into account at the planning
stage.
Fig 24. Costs along the life cycle
Costs

Operations and
maintenance
Disposal

Purchasing

Time

Usually the costs implied by purchasing are measured by TCO – Total Cost of Ownership,
meaning the sum of all the costs paid to buy and use something. This definition considers all the
costs directly referred to the object and determined by means of a purchase, i.e. deterministic
costs. But there are a number of costs not directly implied by the purchase, due to probabilistic
events such as risks derived by either the characteristics of the object or the supplier
performances.
The determination of the total procurement cost should take into account all the deterministic
costs implied by the acquisition, and probabilistic costs due to different types of risks, as shown
in Fig 25. In this way, the total cost will include:
•

Purchase costs, due to the commercial transaction and directly related to the transfer of
ownership from supplier to customer;
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•
•
•
•

Additional costs, costs due to the acquisition, such as transportation, packing,
insurance, etc, costs needed to allow the effective use of the asset, such as installation,
maintenance, spare parts, etc;
Internal and Overhead costs, due to storage, material handling, financial burdens, costs
due to internal purchasing processes;
Costs due to supply risks, i.e. risks related to the supply process, induced by supplier’s
performance (scraps, compliance to requirements, delayed deliveries, etc), contract
management and contract compliance;
Costs due to technical risks, i.e. risks related to market and product characteristics,
technologies, possible obsolescence during the life of the asset, availability of second
sources, stability of the supplier to guarantee delivery and support over the product life
cycle.
Fig 25. Composition of the Total lifecycle cost
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δ
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γ
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The Total life cycle cost goes beyond the TCO, because considers the economic effects of
risks in the process of gaining possession of an asset. Those effects may be caused directly by
the risks, or indirectly by the implementation of actions finalised to risk mitigation or prevention.
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5.5.1 Deterministic costs: the Life cycle cost
In the purchase of items designed specifically to meet their requirement, decisions in the
design process should be evaluated in terms of Life cycle cost. Trade-offs between performance,
cost and timescale involve many complex and related parameters, e.g. material cost, production
rate, reliability and maintainability. It is only through the use of Life cycle cost techniques that
meaningful trade-off decisions can be made. This provides designers and managers with a
systematic approach to assessing the relevant design parameters. It has been shown that the
greatest opportunity to reduce costs and improve performance is during the initial development
phases. Funds spent during this time are relatively small in comparison with total system life
costs. Nevertheless, decisions made at this time can have profound cost implications on
procurement, operation and support costs.
Life cycle cost analysis should be used to evaluate alternative support policies for items which
require maintenance. A major part of the support costs is driven by design but there are other
significant cost drivers beyond the control of the supplier, for example:
•
•
•
•
•

maintenance policy;
training;
training equipment;
equipment deployment; and
equipment utilisation.

These factors must be defined by the user prior to the decision to purchase so that a full Life
cycle cost analysis can be undertaken. In defining the cost of an item, account must be taken of
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

purchase price;
staff costs including overheads;
training and training aids;
support equipment - special tools, documentation etc;
transportation and handling;
operating;
maintenance; and
withdrawal from service and disposal

All of these costs can be broken down into either “one-off” or “recurring” costs:
One-off costs

Recurring costs

purchase;

retraining;

installation and commissioning;

operating costs;

initial training;

spares;

documentation; and

maintenance and repair and

Facilities.

transportation and handling.
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It is important to appreciate the difference between these cost groupings because one-off costs
are sunk once the acquisition is made whereas recurring costs are time dependent and continue to
be incurred throughout the life of the product.
Furthermore, recurring costs can increase with time if the equipment is liable to wear
incurring subsequent increased maintenance costs.
Life cycle cost is based on the premise that to arrive at meaningful purchasing decisions full
account must be taken of each available option. All significant expenditure of resources which is
likely to arise as a result of any decision must be addressed. Explicit consideration must be given
to all relevant costs for each of the options from initial consideration through to disposal.
The following fundamental concepts are common to all applications of Life cycle cost:
•
•
•
•

cost breakdown structure (CBS);
cost estimating;
discounting; and
inflation.

CBS is central to Life cycle cost analysis. It will vary in complexity depending on the
purchasing decision. Its aim is to identify all the relevant cost elements and it must have well
defined boundaries to avoid omission or duplication. Figure 26 is an example of a CBS for a
major acquisition and consists of many cost categories each with a variety of constituent parts.
Whatever the complexity, any CBS should have the following basic characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

it must include all cost elements that are relevant to the option under consideration;
each cost element must be well defined so that all involved have a clear understanding
of what is to be included in that element;
each cost element should be identifiable with a significant level of activity or major
item of hardware or software;
the cost breakdown should be structured in such a way as to allow analysis of specific
areas. For example, the purchaser might need to compare spares costs for each option;
these costs should therefore be identified within the structure;
the CBS should be compatible, through cross-indexing, with the management
accounting procedures used in collecting costs. This will allow costs to be fed directly
to the Life cycle cost analysis;
for programmes with subcontractors, these costs should have separate cost categories
to allow close control and monitoring; and
the CBS should be designed to allow different levels of data within various cost
categories. The CBS should be sufficiently flexible to allow cost allocation both
horizontally and vertically.
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Fig 26. Cost breakdown structure – an example
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Cost estimating requires to calculate the costs of each category in the CBS. These are
determined by one of the following methods:
•
•
•

known factors or rates: are inputs to the Life cycle cost analysis which have a known
accuracy;
cost estimating relationships (CERs): are derived from historical or empirical data.
The results produced by CERs must be treated with caution as incorrect relationships
can lead to large Life cycle cost errors; and
expert opinion: although open to debate, it is often the only method available when
real data is unobtainable. When expert opinion is used in an Life cycle cost analysis it
should include the assumptions and rationale that support the opinion.

Discounting relates to the value of money over time. When comparing two or more options, a
common base is necessary to ensure fair evaluation. As the present is the most suitable time
reference, all future costs must be adjusted to their present value. Discounting refers to the
application of a selected discount rate such that each future cost is adjusted to present time i.e.
the time when the decision is made.

5.5.2 Probabilistic costs: the economic impact of risks
The ISO 31000 (2009) /ISO Guide 73:2002 definition of risk is the “effect of uncertainty on
objectives”. In this definition, uncertainties include events (which may or not happen) and
uncertainties caused by a lack of information or ambiguity. It also includes both negative and
positive impacts on objectives.
Risks address the potential variation in the planned approach and expected outcomes, and
every large project requires their identification and management. Risk is a measure of future
uncertainties in achieving program performance goals and objectives within defined cost,
schedule and performance constraints.
Risk can be associated with all aspects of a project (e.g., threat, technology maturity, supplier
capability, design maturation, performance against plans) as these aspects are directly related
across the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). Risks have three components:
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•
•
•

a future root cause (yet to happen), which, if eliminated or corrected, would prevent a
potential consequence from occurring,
a probability (or likelihood) assessed at the present time of that future root cause
occurring,
the consequence (or effect) of that future occurrence.

A future root cause is the most basic reason for the presence of a risk, and its effect on goals
in a specific environment determines the dimension of risk, measured by the “risk factor”,
defined as the product of the risk level of the root cause and the level of consequences.

5.5.2.1 Procurement risks
Risks are an important issue in projects, and among risks those depending on resources
acquisition are very significant. There are two main categories of procurement risks, the first one
is related to general characteristics of the object to be acquired, e.g. edge technologies,
dimension of the supply markets, etc., the second specifically tied to the supply, i.e. depending
on suppliers’ performances.
The first category of procurement risks, (technical risks), should be considered at sourcing
time, when the requirements are used to look for products and suppliers on the market. Risk
analysis deals with the ability to manage problem areas such as commercial (what kind of
contractual issues should be addressed), technical (problems depending on technical aspects of
supplies), market (availability and capabilities of suppliers), internal to the acquirer (the ability to
deal with supply management problems). The table shows some examples of technical risks in
procurement.
PROCUREMENT TECHNICAL RISKS
AREAS
Commercial

Technical

Market

Internal

CLASSES OF EVENTS (examples)
Value of purchase
Payment, terms and conditions
Import export regulations
Times and conditions of delivery
Warranty
Stability of commercial conditions

Complexity and stability of production processes
Technology, stability and evolution
Technological and product obsolescence
Alternatives (product/technology)

Second source availability
Suppliers’ technical capabilities
Suppliers’ financial stability
Ability to support product/technology along the sought life cycle
Maintenance and logistics

Ability to protect/acquire and manage IP
Availability of the required know how
Availability of technical and human resources to manage supplies
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The second category of procurement risks should be considered at supplier selection time,
when RFO are issued and proposals are evaluated. Risk analysis deals with the ability to manage
problem areas such as production capabilities (ability to meet delivery requirements), quality (the
ability to meet functional and performance requirements), management capabilities (the ability to
meet supply and relationship requirements). The following table shows examples of procurement
supply risks.
PROCUREMENT SUPPLY RISKS
CLASSES OF EVENTS (examples)
No delivery
Technical capabilities of the supplier
Production Lead time
Production capabilities
Number and quality of resources
Production Planning
Process Flexibility
Non conformance
Production processes quality
Technical capabilities of resources
Delivery Lead time
Capability to manage logistics systems
Operations management
Supply planning and control

AREAS
Production

Quality
Management

It is worth to point out that the most part of procurement risks depend on supplier selection
and management (supply risks and market risks), while commercial risks depend mainly on
contract management.

5.5.2.2 Risk evaluation
The evaluation of risk factors in a specific environment is carried out by the risk analysis in
three steps:
•
•
•

Evaluation of the risk level on the basis of the likelihood of the root cause occurrence;
Identification of the level of possible consequences (impact level);
Determination of the risk factor as the product of risk level and the impact level.

The risk level is evaluated on the basis of the likelihood of the root causes: the higher the
likelihood, the higher the level of the risk. The following table gives an example of the
evaluation method.
Level
1
2
3
4
5

Likelihood
Not Likely
Low Likelihood
Likely
Highly Likely
Near Certainty

Probability of Occurrence
~10%
~30%
~50%
~70%
~90%

The effect of the risk is evaluated taking into consideration the possible consequences on the
results. As far as procurement is involved, the consequences are related to the supply, i.e. the
impact of the supply on the goals that it is supposed to be used for.
In general, results are measured in terms of:
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•
•
•

Performances, the ability to deliver the planned level of performance;
Schedule, the ability to maintain the planned program;
Costs, the ability to meet the budget.

The failure of the performance and schedule goals always gives a cost increment, so that the
above order is used as an order of precedence in consideration (see Fig. 27).
Fig 27. Risk factor determination
ROOT CAUSE

EVENT

LIKELIHOOD

Risk level

CONSEQUENCE
RISK FACTOR
Performances

Scheduling

Impact level

Costs

The following table gives an example of impact level determination.
Level
1
2

3

4

5

Technical Performance
Minimal or no consequence to technical
performance
Minor reduction in technical performance or
supportability, can be tolerated with little or
no impact on program
Moderate reduction in technical performance
or supportability with limited impact on
program objectives

Significant degradation in technical
performance or major shortfall in
supportability; may jeopardize program
success
Severe degradation in technical
performance; Cannot meet KPP or key
technical/supportability threshold; will
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Schedule
Minimal or no impact

Cost
Minimal or no impact

Able to meet key dates. Slip < *
month(s)

Budget increase or unit
production cost increases.
< ** (1% of Budget)
Budget increase or unit
production cost increase
< ** (5% of Budget)

Minor schedule slip. Able to
meet key milestones with no
schedule float.
Slip < * month(s)
Sub-system slip > * month(s)
plus available float.
Program critical path affected.
Slip < * months

Cannot meet key program
milestones.
Slip > * months

Budget increase or unit
production cost increase
< ** (10% of Budget)
Exceeds APB threshold
> ** (10% of Budget)
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jeopardize program success

5.5.2.3 Risk management
The risk factors are reported in the risk reporting matrix (see Fig. 29), used to focus the need
of mitigation. If the level are measured on a 5 basis, as in the example tables, the risk factor goes
from a value of 1 to a maximum of 25. It is considered worth of mitigation/prevention a risk
factor above 6 (yellow in fig 28), while values above 15 (red in fig. 29) are considered likely to
endanger the main goals.
The risk factor with a likelihood of 1 and consequence 5 is the so called “Black swan” risk,
i.e. a low probability event that when occurs may be devastating (e.g. earthquake).
Fig 28. The risk reporting matrix.
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The intent of risk mitigation planning is to answer the question “What is the program
approach for addressing this potential unfavourable consequence?” One or more of these
mitigation options may apply:
•
•
•
•

Avoiding risk by eliminating the root cause and/or the consequence;
Controlling the cause or consequence;
Transferring the risk to someone else (e.g. the supplier); and/or
Assuming the level of risk and continuing on the current program plan.

Risk mitigation planning is the activity that identifies, evaluates, and selects options to set risk
at acceptable levels given project constraints and objectives, in order to enable program success.
It includes the specifics of what should be done, when it should be accomplished, who is
responsible, and the funding required to implement the risk mitigation plan. The most
appropriate program approach is selected from the listed mitigation options and documented in a
risk mitigation plan.
The actions to mitigate/prevent risks imply costs that must be compared with the risk
exposure, and increment the total costs of the supply. Moreover, the same actions may be that are
not able to avoid completely the risk effects, generating secondary risks.
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Each identified risk has a financial risk exposure associated with it, depending on recovery
costs, if it occurs to happen.
The sum of the risk exposures of all the risks still in place after mitigation is the contingency
of the project. The contingency should be analysed between the technical contingency for those
risks that can be specifically identified and the management contingency covering risks of a
more general nature. The category that the risk falls into should be clearly identified.
The economic effects of risks are derived by the evaluation of the costs related to address and
resolve issues determined by actual risk occurrence, and to prevent and mitigate risks (see Fig
29).
Fig 29. Determination of the Economic effects of risks
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5.5.3 Value for Money and the TLCC
The “Value for Money” criterion to assess whether or not it has obtained the maximum
benefit from the acquired goods and services may be applied by using the Total Life Cycle Cost
parameter to evaluate acquisitions.
In order to gain benefits from acquired resources, it is necessary to spend money, use internal
resources and take care that performances, schedule and costs targets are met. The three “E” of
the Value for Money criterion may be measured by (Fig. 30):
•
•
•

Economy – the cost of external resources, as determined by price and additional costs;
Efficiency – the cost of internal resources to carry out internal processes needed to
implement acquisitions;
Effectiveness – the ability to either prevent or minimise risks in order to maintain
sought performances, schedule, cost targets.
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Fig 30. Measuring the VfM by means of TLCC
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Considering all the deterministic costs through to the life cycle, costs to prevent or mitigate
risks, and the economic effects of residual risks after mitigation (probabilistic costs), TLCC is a
comprehensive cost indicator that is made following the aggregation tree shown in Fig 31:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchase costs;
Additional nonrecurring costs, such as transportation, insurances, installation etc.
through dismissal;
Internal and overhead costs, procurement processes, material handling, financial
burdens, etc.;
Recurring costs, such as operation, maintenance, upgrading etc.
Risk mitigation costs;
Contingency costs, to repair impacts due to not mitigated risks occurrence.
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Fig 31. Components of the Total life-cycle cost
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5.6 Acquisitions management
Acquisition management is the set of methods, policies, criteria and strategies to select
suppliers and to manage tenders and award and manage contracts. It has critical effects on the
ability to have value for money, in terms risks prevention, quality and costs selecting the best
supplier/offer.
Supplier selection depends on the knowledge of markets and on the ability to properly
identify needs and to verify supplier’s capabilities.
Tender strategies, and the following ability to select the best offer, are, first of all, a
consequence of the market knowledge. Then, there is the need of a sound capability to identify
and manage requirements, necessary to let suppliers make good technical proposals.
Contract awarding depends on the ability to evaluate proposals, while contract management is
a critical issue, as an ineffective contract management may easily result in losing money and
poor satisfaction.

5.6.1 Supplier selection policies and criteria
As seen before, most of procurement risks are related to suppliers capability and suppliers’
performances. This implies that supplier selection and management are critical, and careful
evaluation of suppliers’ reputation, reliability, technical capability, capacity, competence, is
required. It is advisable not to rely on claims without verification, checking past experiences and
current capabilities.
Contracts with suppliers are usually different depending on their capability and structure. For
example, SMEs and major players have widely differing attitudes both in dealing and
cooperating with international scientific organisations. Whenever suppliers subcontract a
significant amount of their tasks, there is a danger of losing control and quality.
Good, close relations with suppliers are vital, and supplier relationship management helps in
the process to guarantee quality. Relationships depend upon the importance that the supplier
gives to the customer, so it is important to be one of your supplier’s main customers in order to
get timely attention. But it is advisable not to exceed a maximum (say 30%) of the supplier’s
business, to avoid problems due to supplier reliance on continued orders and support.
Supplier selection is primarily reliant on:
•
•

Knowledge of markets, their structure and capabilities (procurement marketing)
Policies and criteria set to optimise the number of bidders and to select the most
suitable ones.

The acquisition procedure should be designed to select bidders on the basis of at least:
•

Supplier’s characteristics:
Technical excellence and innovation capability, least contractual liability and risk,
reliability and quality of supply, partnership attitude, support, and continuation
capability.
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•

Proposal submission:
Technical compliance, supply management and delivery time, compliance with terms
and conditions, technical improvements over requirements, price, integration costs,
and total life cost.

5.6.2 Requirements and documentation management
Requirements management is the most critical issue in supply management. Requirements are
also the metric(s) to evaluate deliveries. Suppliers need adequate documentation, correctly
managed (coherence, configuration, completeness, currency, clarity). Free and full
documentation should be provided, suitable to support proper costing and risk evaluation, and
ongoing maintenance and contract continuation.
When defining requirements, it is advisable not to go ‘Build-to-print’ too early, because
changes imply variations to contract and new costs. Also, whenever in-house prototyping takes
place, it is advisable not underestimate the difficulties of mass production and systems
integration. It is critical to ask if ‘is it suitable to be manufactured’. Very often it is useful to
bring in industrialists early (possibly as strategic advisers) to increase the efficiency of the
procurement process once going to market.
When the bid relates to feasibility or design or prototype, it is not advisable to encourage too
much investment, as the supplier may not be selected for production phase. In any case, any
materials supplied to supplier (designs, tooling, etc) must be kept secure, and remain owned by
the customer.

5.6.3 Contracts granting and Tender management
Different contracts require different strategies. The adopted strategy should ensure
competition in tenders, so it must be appealing to the best suppliers. Requirements should be
clear, rules fair and open, and evaluation criteria effective. Bidders should be supported, in that
they should be able to ask questions with fast response, and the organisation should supply
clarifications back to all the enquirers.
Procurement rules and evaluation criteria should allow best value-for-money (VfM) as
opposed to simple lowest priced compliant bids. Draft contracts should be made known to
bidders before bid. Tender review teams should be qualified and not involved with the supply.
Whenever design or prototyping are involved, it may be worth to use (and pay for) multiple
competing suppliers where possible, especially at first, selecting final suppliers later.
Discussions about tender management within international research organisations very often
concerns so called “Juste Retour” or geo-return. This means each funding state’s intent is to
realise national priorities by means of industrial return from the project. This is a very important
question in international science projects, as most States funding is linked to the economic return
to the country. The possibility to get money is possibly tied to a very quick return, so that
financing science could be considered as a capital investment in local economy.
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It should be very well defined how to manage both industrial return and best VfM, to
protect the results sought by the project. Splitting contracts is a dangerous business
because of creating interfaces where the owner organisation is responsible for managing
the combined procurement and it can be an indefinite source of litigation. Managing the
industrial return on sub-contractors is dangerous as well, because the choice of such subcontractors would become a responsibility of the owner organisation, and not of the main
contractor.
As far as the bid rules are considered, they must guarantee the best results. The
investment in large science projects requires that all the supplies conform to and support
the final goal, so the rules should assure contract granting to the best offer in terms of
value, technical performance, economic viability, and low risk.

5.6.4 Contracts management
Contracts must be drafted, managed and executed expertly, due to the risks
associated with contract management, contract compliance, litigations etc. Management of
overhead costs should be avoided, leaving things like transport and delivery costs to
suppliers.
Compliance should be verified and certified anytime. Certificates such as
delivery/acceptance should be used as an audit trail of contractual compliance.
A key pitfall is in suppliers subcontracting their jobs. In order to maintain control of
supplies quality and to avoid situations where contracts are simply passed on, suppliers
should require authorisation to subcontract. Moreover, it should be requested that
Supplier-subcontractor agreements mirror main the contract.
The right to inspect and verify goods anytime, and swap inspectors around between
suppliers, should be asserted and used. It is not safe to rely on ISO 9001 or supplier’s
QA records alone, especially in the case of large projects.
In particular, the owner organisation should be asserted the right to participate in
witnessing of hold points in the integrated test plans, and collaborate in handover. Risks
should be formally monitored, using all the usual risk tools, risk registers, risk reviews,
risk audits, plus vigilance.
One generally agreed consideration is that “Contractual penalties do not work”. For this
reason contracts must be well drafted and monitored, relationships with suppliers must work,
and it must be assumed that suppliers will need help regardless of the
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5.8

ALMA
BTP
CERN
COO
COTS
DFM
EC
ELT
ESO
IP
IT
ITER
ITP
LHC
LOFAR
M-IPS
MOU
OBS
OEM
PrepSKA
R&D
RFI
RFQ
RFT
SKA
SPDO
WBS
WLC
WP
WTO

ACRONYMS

Atacama Large Millimetre Array
Build to Print
European Organization for Nuclear Research
Cost of Ownership
Commercial off the shelf
Design for Manufacture
European Community
Extremely Large Telescope
European Space Observatory
Intellectual Property
Information Technology
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
Integrated Product Teams
Large Hadron Collider
Low Frequency Array
Manager – Industry Participation Strategy
Memorandum of Understanding
Output based Specifications
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Preparatory SKA
Research & Development
Radio Frequency Interference
Request for Quotation
Request for Tender
Square Kilometre Array
SKA Program Development Office
Work Breakdown Structure
Whole Life Costs
Work Package
World Trade Organisation
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